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JAPAN HAS A TRAINED ARMY IN Tl

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT IS
HAND IN EFFORT

TAKING

TO SETTLE TROUBLE OIJ
r

The Incomes of 225,- -

Southern Pacific

000 Are Involved in the Settlement of the Qliestion.
JUDGE

DELIVERS ABLE

6AYN0R

ADDRESS

ON

RAILWAY

Wilbur Bragglns of the
Brotherhood.

Chicago, Jan. 7. President Roose-e- lt
In the
took a hand yesterday
grave labor situation, threatening the
railroads Of the country, through the
strike of the firemen on the Southern
Pacific, and caused a conference to, be
held nt the Palmer house last night,
with the result that the controversy
is In a fair way of being settled.
The meeting was held In the rooms
of the Interstate Commerce commissioners W. A. Knapp and K. E.
Clarke, who arrived from New York
Jn the morning, nnd Immediately set
to work to bring the warring chiefs of
the railway brotherhoods together,
announcement whs made today by
Knapp that prospects are bright for
peace. He said that Chiefs Harmahan
of the firemen and Stone of the engineers, are practically agreed on a
basis of settlement, under which the
strikers on the Southern Pacific will
go back to work tonight and tomorrow.
The details of the settlement, he
said, would be worked out today.
Clark, it is reported, conversed with
President Roosevelt over a long distance telephone before leaving
He carried with him the president's wishes that everything should
be done to patch up a. truce between
the engineers and firemen and thus
avert what threatens to become a general disturbance on railroads, of Im,
mense consequence to commerce.
Clarke is also said to he in communication with Dr. Charles. p. Nelll
of the labor bureaiM who Is In lexa.
endeavoring to arrange for a settlement in accor with the president's
plan. With the arrival of the tireman
and the tratnrnen, already engaged tn
the negotiations, one of the greatest
conferences t:ver held will be opened,
and the incomes of about 225,000
men for the Jiext year may be affected
by the outcome.

subject: "Are Our Railroads Public
Highways or Private Roads?" Judge
Win. J. Gaynor addressed the "Forum" last night. He took the position
that all railroads are public highways, controlled in fact by the nation
al government and by the states
through which they run. At consid
erable length he discussed the legat
aspect of the case between the people
and the railroads. He said that while
personally he objected to government
ownership of railroads, he was convinced that as the last resort the people of this country would compel the
government to own the railroads un
less the abuses, which In his opinion,
now existed, could be prevented. As
a remedy he suggested that the gov
ernment appoint a general freight
agent for each railroad.
In conclusion he spoke of the low rates
given freight coming from foreign
countries, to offset the protective tariff duties. These rates are some times
h
as low as
of the rates given
domestic goods.
one-sixt-

IXTEHSTATF. COMMERCE
GIVES NIGHT TO Sl'IMKCT
Chicago, Jan. 7. Because of the
conference with the representatives of
various branches of the railroad em
ployes, which continued through the
greater part of the night, the members of the Interstate Commerce com
mission were late today beginning
business. Harriman matters are not
to be taken up before tomorrow. The
charges made for switching livestock
cars
Chicago stock yards was the
first matter to be considered today.
Left to licit rend o in Vo
Chairman Knapp of the Interstate
Commerce commission, announced to.
day that it had been decided that the
question of the strike on the part of
the Southern Pacific firemen should
be left to a referendum vote of the
men on the road. Chairman
Knapp
KAILUOAPS ARK PlllLIC
HIGHWAYS SAYS GAYXOU declared that In his opinion there
Nev Yor'k. Jan. 7. Taking as his would be no strike.
New-Yor-
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F
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Pope Refuses Further Peter's Steamer City of Panama Has
Pence From France- - Forged
Arrived at Port of
Order Saves Terrorists.
Mazatlan.

0.E

MILLION

FOUND

IN FRENCH SEMINARY

D. FRANCIS LEAVES FOR
MEXICO CITY WITH MEDAL

Tokio. Jan.
The opinion pre
vails here, In influential circles, that
it would be inadvisable to call at the
ed by fire.
port of San Francisco in the cruise
$3,000, 000.
of the training squadron at this time
when the
MCCKShOR OF PFTFIl NOW
sentiment is
KFFITSES PENCE FOR PFTFU rampant. The viuit may therefore be
Paris, Jan. 7. It was announced indefinitely postponed.
today that the Pope will no longer accept Peter's pence from France. All MIST STEAMER Is 1 Ol M
the donations from French Catholics
KAFF AND Al.h RIGHT
hereafter will be devoted to the supMexico City. Jan. 7. According to
port of the clergy in this country.
a telegram
from Matzatlan,
the
steamer City of Panama arrived at
RICH FIND IX FRENCH
that port last night. She experienced
SEMINARY IS DISCOVERED a rough passage but sustained only
Versailles, Jan. 7. When the local a slight uumuitt. All Is well.
authorities here took possession of the
seminary, under the church and state PltF.SIDF.XT LEAVES FOR
separation law, bonds and other seMFXICO C ITY WITH MEDAL
curities amounting to $1,000,000 were
St. Louis, Jan. 7. President D. R.
discovered in the institution. The se- Francis,
the Louisiana Purchase
curities have been taken possession of exposition,of accompanied
by
John
by the municipal authorities of Ver- Scullln, L. D. Dozier. 'A. L. Shaplegh
sailles, and will be devoted to charit- and Judge Ferris, world's fair counable purposes.
sel, left today for El I'aso, going
thence to the City of Mexico, where
I'XITED STATES 1703
they will on
Sunday present
(DAL PROIH'CTIOX. President Diaz next
gold medal and
a
with
7.
Washington,
Jan.
Completed diploma awarded by the exposition in
now
proshow that the coal
statistics
recognition of
services In behalf
duction of the United States reaches of the fair. Thehisparty will be met by
300,000,000
over
tons for 1905. The Albino R. Nuncio, who was commisvalue is estimated at 1476,765,964. Of sioner general to the fair. All the
output
of anthracite coal Mexican exhibitors at the exposition
this total the
amounted to 77,659,850, or six per will attend the elaborate
ceremonies
cent of an increase over the preceed-in- g of presentation.
The party expects
year. The output of bituminous lo he gone about two
weeks.
coal for the same period amounted
to 315,315,259,491 valued at
XVw Yacht for sir Tlumuts Upton.
in 1904. The increase In the
London, Jan. 7. Sir Thomas Lip-to- n
production of bituminous coal in 1905
arrived here today after spending
over 1904 was therefore 36, 599, 802 a week In Scotland. Sir Thomas had
tons in quantity, and $29,480,962 in several lengthened
Interviews with
alue. This Is the fourth time that the Fifes, the yatch designers
at
the United States coal oulput reached Dumbarton, which resulted in his giv?H,000,0(0 tons.
ing orders for the construction of a
yacht which he Intends to race In the
M til AM MF.I.1IA GIVING
Jamestown
exposition
international
tDM KIII IX PITTSIU KG. contests. Sir Thomas has also an7.
Pittsburg, Pa.. Jan.
Madam nounced that he will visit the exposiMelba, will give a concert in the Con- tion and be on board his own yatch
vention hall here tonight. All avail- during the races. It is stated that
able seats Were booked weeks ago. he will cross the Atlantic in his
Her Kmil Paur will conduct the
steam yatch Erin, and make
Pittsburg
orchestra
of sixty-fiv- e
a lengthened stay in lrinipton Roads
a', the conceit.
I iere
during the exposition.
Liankok.

Jan.

7.

The

quarter of liunkok has been
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OUR CAPITA L
Cortelyou Retires As Chairman of Republican National Committee.
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Colorado Supreme Court Won't
Let County Courts Try

Man

Edmund Goeffery Is Appointed
Brigadier General to Succeed
Franklin Bell.
i

Washington, D. C. Jan. 7. Geo. B.
Cortelyou today announced his retirement as chairman of the republican
national- committee.
Harry S. New,
vice chairman, will become the acting
chairman of the committee.

WRECK

-

i

TO U.

Eleven Cars Leave Track at
IHlgc Offers Substitute.
As it substlttute for the Foraker
Bluewater-Mak- es
Total of resolution and the Lodge amendment
thereto. Senator Lodge has prepared
Three For 36 Hours.
another resolution, which. It Is said,
S. SUPREME COURT
that

New York, Jan. 7. Attorney general Jackson today entered suit In
the supreme court against Geo. II.
praying that the latter be
ousted from the office of mayor on
the ground that he has usurped his
office, whereas Wm. K. Hearst Is legally entitled to the same. This new
proceedings has nothing to do with
the quo warranto action which last
week was temporarily enjoined at the
application of Mayor McClellan.
n.

OF AtiGV MYFRS
4JOFS TO SI PRFMF. C OFIIT
Kansas City, Jan. 7. Judge John
F. Phillips, In the United States dismorning, allowed
trict court hert hls
an apepal to V. ' United States supreme court fron.
decision rendered last week, when he denied the petition for a writ of habeas corpus for
Mrs. Aggy Meyers. The attorneys for
Mrs. Aggy Myers express the hope
that the appeal will delay matters for
about nine months.
C'ASF.

COFXTY COURTS
.

"NOT.

CAN
H.VXDLK FHAXCHISF.fi

Denver, Jan. 7. The state supreme court today handed down a decision denying the right of any county court to try cases In which the
validity of franchises is contested.
The case before the court was on appeal of F. A. Williams. Henry Doher-t- y
and George N. Ordway, who had
been fined for contempt by Judge
Llndsey, for refusing to testify In the
case In I.indsey's court, attacking the
validity of the votes on the franchise
of the gas company and the tramway
company. The decision of the supreme court was unanimous.

ANDREWS IS STILL BUSY
GETTING

THINGS FOR

NEW MEXICO

.

Ex-Go- v.

It
iL

Franchises.
to Serve Year
Suspended Sentence Which
CASE OF MYERS WOMAN
Becomes Operative.

Young

Pl'll-I.ISIIF-

ia

F0ES0lUII0:i

FOR

n

Ger-man-

GIVESlUBSTITUTE

LODGE

Alfredo Salazar. son of Mrs. Placl- lo Salazar. of Itarelas. was taken to
the territorial penllentlnry this morning by Sheriff Armijo where he will
serve the one year or suspended sentence Judge Abbott gave him for for
gery about two years ago. At thut time
Salazar was tried and convicted of
forging a pay check at the Santa Fe
shops. Judge Abbott gave him a year
In the penitentiary
but suspended
sentence pending his good behavior.
Salazar has been active With his pen
again lately and succeeded in getting
himself into custody so his suspended
sentence became operative.
Judge
Abbott ordered him taken to the penitentiary late Saturday afternoon.
Salazar Is 23 years old and of good
appearance.
He" comes of good na
tive family. His mother has come to
his assistance several times when he
was arrested for wrongdoing. It was
through her pleadings with the court
that her son's sentence was suspended
when he was convicted of the forgery
i
charge.
Sheriff A (carlo Montoya arrested
Saluzur' ; jtr VKtner on .December (
I.cit.iuuT fteeu 'Indicted by the
McKlnley county grand Jury for forgery and the warrant was placed In
the hands of the Valencia county
IF BACA WASN'T DRUNK
sheriff for service. He was brought
to Albuquerque and lodged in the
HE? Bernalillo county Jail.
WHATWAS
Salazar is also "wanted" in dallup
where he Is alleged to have forged a
the firm of Clark M. Carr.
CIRCOISTAXCES OF TF.I.F.IMIOXK check-oyoung man also has a local poThe
SAX
AT
SMASHING
AXTOXIO lice reputation that Is decidedly un
A F. AS 'I'll FY WFRF
savory. He has been kept out of trou
ble for wrong doing several times In
the past by his widowed mother.
"The effort to injure I'.aca is a plain
case of dirty work." is the way the FIRE DESTROYS BARNS
Morning Journal puts It this morning,
in a fake dispatch, in uu effort to
AT MATTHEW'S DAIRY
make capilul of the sma.shing of a
telephone box at San Antonio by
Lieut. Cipriuno Ituca, of the territorial police.
Fire of an unknown origin de
The livening Citizen called up San stroyed two cow barns and several
Antonio this morning by long dis- other outbuildings at the Matthew
tance telephone to verify the dis- Jersey dairy Saturday night.
patch published Saturday. The facts horse was burned to death, but One
Uaca cattle were loose In the pens and the
are as they were published.
eawas in John Hanchl's saloon and rn ped
smashed a harmless telephone re
"The damage will amount to
ceiver because Bomeone that he had $2,000," said L. It. Thompson,about
the
called up refused to talk to him. proprietor of the place.
yesterday.
Baca had been drinking, and if he "The origin Is a mystery. There had
wasn't drunk he was feigning drunk. been no tire or lanterns about the
It Is also said that he asked Ben place for twelve hours,
emWilliams to see the newspapers and ployes are not allowed andto thesmoke
see If he couldn't head the story off. about the buildings. In my opinion
have It was started by some wandering
The Morning Journal must
been seen.
tramp,
refuge in one of the
when he buildingswho tooktiie cold, and posib!
If Baca wasn't drunk
smashed the telephone, he certainly dropped afrom
cigarette, or else It was
must e be lion compos mentis when the work of incendiaries.
1
am
he's sober.
prone to believe the first theory."
The light from the blaze could
I OIK.FD ORDFIt SAYF.S TIIF.
easily be seen from the city. As none
I.I I F. OF SIX TFRRORISTS of
the dairy cows were burned, cusi iilessa, Jan. 7.
Six terrorists have tomers
of the dairy will receive their
revby
from
execution
been saved
the
as usual. Mr. Thompson say
olutionists, who utilized an official milk the
burned buildings will be
cipher to hoodwink the governor gen- that Immediately.
were
wait
eral. While the terrorists
The buildings burned hud Just reing for execution, the governor gen cently
been erected and were across
Petcipher
a
St.
from
eral received
road from the old buildings,
ersburg, apparently bearing the signa- the
have been a landmark in the
ture of General Pavloff, military pro- which
neighborhood
of the Indian school
commuting
to
curator,
the sentences
for muny years.
life imprisonment. It has been learned
that the order was a forgery.
TO COXSTIU'CT GIAXT
HAM FOR XFU 'JERSEY.
FI.FItRATK GF.KMANIA SO
Patterson,
Jan. 7. The Passaic
CIETY AXXIVK.11SARY.
Bridgeport, Conn., Jan. 7. Ger river flood district commission are
mans from all parts of the state are taking steps lo construct an Immense
arriving here today to take part In dam across the Pompton liver at
Mountain View to flood the Pompton
the fiftieth anniversary of the
society which will be held in basin. The work will cost nearly
Mayor $4,000,000 but the commission In seekthe Germania hall tonight.
Reynolds will deliver an address nt ing power for the construction of the
welcome and there will be speeches dam explained that the floods in the
by prominent Germans from all parts Passaic valley In 1902 nnd 1903 cost
of the union. A program of music, $10,000,000 so the dam is to be built
exclusively German, has been arrang- for the, prevention of further floods.
Water can also be furnished to sev- .
ed by the Germania singing society.
eral municipalities at a very
t OXSTITFTIOXAL COXVF.NTIOX
MET TODAY IN SANTA I K
4
Santa Fe, Jan. 7. The constl- - 4 GREAT SHOW OX
CATS IX IHn'ROIT.
convention
for New 4
4 lutional
4 Mexico, consisting of delegates 4
Detroit. Mich.. Jan. 7. The larg4 elected in the November elec- - 4 est collection of cats ever shown in
4 tion, convened today to draft a 4 this country are on view here today
to con- - 4 at the Michigan Cat club's annual
4 constitution to submit
4 gress. with a plea for immediate 4 show. There are over 2. 000 exhibits
I.. Bradford
4 statehood.
including some very fine specimens
was elected president
4 Prince
of Persians, Manx, or tailless and
and David M. White of Santa Fe it silvers. Mrs. 11. G. Dykehouse "Cat4 teries" In the United States is a large
4 as secretary.
I The meeting must
be very 4 exhibitor as also is Mrs.
4
Decker
4 slimly attended, as no one went
famed for her "silvers" of which she
4 from Albuquerque, as far us The 4 makes a specialty.
Prime cuts are
4 Evening Citizen has been utile to 4 present from all parts of the states
learn.)
4
4
attracted no doubt by the valuablu
cups and medals to bt? awarded.
1 1

CHINESE BURNED OUT AT JAPAN WILL NOT SEND
L

LITTLE

'

Strike of Railway ClerKs Has Been Declared off by Grand
Chief

Honolulu. Jan. 7. More than half
the population of Hawaii Is Japanese,
and the little brown men are coming
by every steamer from the Orient.
They came originally as laborers
for the sugar plantations.
But now
they are Invading every occupation
and calling. They already monopolise several of the smaller lines of
retail trnde. Quarrying and stone cutting, which was formerly done by the
Portuguese, is now almost entirely In
their hands.
They have brought their militant
spirit with them. When It became
known that a United States army officer stationed "here had reported to
the war department that there were
two regiments of Japanese fully organized and officered, from colonels
down, the members pursuing various
callings and occupations, but ready
instantly to respond to duty nt the
mikado's call. It was thoroughly believed by the people here, although
officially denied In Washington, that
such n report had been made.
There Is prnctically a standing army
of Japs in Hawaii.
Military organizations
of young
Japanese have been formed openly all
over the tslunds. These drill publicly.
On Japanese holidays, such as the emperor's birthday, they take part In
processions and public gatherings of
Japanese.
On the last emperor's birthday several companies of them took part In
maneuvers in Kaplolanl
elaborate
Park at the foot of Diamond Head,
about three miles from the business
center of Honolulu.
Among the Japanese In the islands
are many veterans of the war with
China and the war with Russia. They
wear their war medals as proudly as
veterans of our Civil war wear their
O. A. R. badges. That the military
spirit is strong in the Japanese is
Rhown In many ways.
For Instance,
It Is almost universal among children,
little boys especially, that when dressed up they shall wear a military cap
of some kind.
Hawaii's population is probably
160,000. Of tjils number, nearly one-ha- lf
fully 70,000 are Japanese. The
remainder Is composed of native
part Hawaiians. Chinese,
Porto Ricans. Negroes, a few Filipl-ito- s
here, Porturecently brought
guese, and 10,000 to 12,000 Americans. Germans, Uritish, Norwegians
and representatives of other Kuro-pea- n
countries.
The Japanese have been coming
here steadily for fifteen years. Sometimes they have come at the rate of
only 200 and 300 a month. At present they the coming at the rate of
about-2,00a month.
Hawaii would have been absolutely overrun with Japanese long ago
had it not been that at times they
have left for the Pacific coast almost
as fast as they arrived here. But the
umber here, has kept steadily Increasing." ft Is a genuine Invasion.'

VAIIAN ISLANDSiBUT

Introduces Bills For Pensioners and Indian
Claimants.
BILL TO VALIDATE CITY
BUILDING
BONDS
Special to Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C. Jan. 7. Dele-gal- e
Andrews has secured the following pension increases:
i.
David
of Albuquerque, Co. C, 107th N.
Y.. $30; Quincy Adams .Stiller, Co. K,
15th U. R infantry. $30; Frank A.
Hill. I'll. G. First U. S. cavalry. $30;
C. II. Klikputrick. formerly of Albuquerque, captain Co. O, .40tli Indiana,
$30; relief of Louis Kahn. of Mora,
supplies used by U. S. volunteers.
$3, 2T.0; relief of Manual Madrid, of
Coyote, Rio Arriba county, Co. I, 11th
Kansas, $3,310.
Delegate Andrews has been notified that htt will have an appointment
to the naval academy next June. A
new postorlice has been established at
Camp Monarch, Grant county, with
Wallace Perry, of Lake Valley, as
postmaster. Andrews and It. Jd were
representatives of New Mexico at the
diplomatic reception at the white
house.
The secretary of the treasury, In a
letter to congress, recommends $3,00(1
to preserve the ruins at Casa Grande.
Should this be granted, it will establish a precedent.
Delegate Andrews has Introduced
a bill to validate the issue of Albuquerque bonds for the erection of a
city building.
Representative Lacy
has introduced a bill making legal the
previous withdrawal of public lands
containing legnite, coal, oil and gas.
Den-han-

Three rather bad but lucky wrecks
was tne record of the Wlnslow dl
vision of the Santa Fe during the
thirty-si- x
hours
ending
Saturday
nigni. iney were bad wrecks from
a point of view of destruction of
property and loss of time to the railroad, where time Is money, and lucky
because they Incurred no loss of life.
The debris of the No. 1 wreck of
Thursday evening at Gonzales had
hardly been cleared away, when train
No. S Jumped the track three miles
west of Uluewater, within
twenty
miles of the former wreck.
The first
wreck was a collision and the result
of a misinterpretation of orders. The
second wreck was a derailment, the
cause of which Is a mystery.
' Passenger
train No. 2 figured In the
third wreck, which occurred In the
Gallup yards Thursday night.
The
front trucks of the mail car Jumped
the track, causing very little damage
but a big loss of time.
In the wreck of passenger train No.
8 eleven cars left the track. Including
the private car of Mr. Gaunt, superof telegraph for the Santa
intendent
Fe. ' The place was ii dow it gl ade and
the train was making schedule time.
The engine and one empty baggage
car remained on the track. The first
car to leave the rails was the combination express nnd baggage car, and
the shock was so violent that Express Messenger J. C. Crow was
thrown on his heud In the corner of
the car beneath a pile of tumbled
trunks and express packages.
Ills
Injuries, however, amount to only a
scalp wound and a few bruises about
the hips. Mr. Crow lives in Ijos Angeles, and refusing tn go to u local
hospital, Is now on his way home on
truln No. 1, which left here last
night.
The wreck occurred about 6 o'clock
in the evening, but owing to one of
the derailed cars striking a telegraph
pole and tearing down ull the lines,
news of It did not reach here until a
man walked to, Illuewater, the nearest telegraph station.
The first train
lo reach here from the wreck was
the baggage car that remained on the
track, and a light engine. In the car
were Messenger Crow, Railway Postal Clerks W. W. Perkins, of North
Walter street, and M. W. Spencer, of
42 North Sixth street, and several
passengers.
and Spencer
Perkins
were both slightly Injured, the former beinlg bruised and the latter
havinlg a broken rib.
This stub
train arrived here at 10:20 o'clock.
Superintendent
Gibson und Conductor Jesse Miller made a personal
inspection of the track where the
wreck occurred, but were unuble to
reach any conclusion us to the cause.
The track seemed In perfect condition. Something must have fallen
from beneath one of the cars directly
on the rail, thus causing the derailment.
The first train to pass the Illuewater wreck was No. 4 of Saturday
night, which arrived here at 8 o'clock
last night. Just twenty hours late.
Local officials think that tratllc will
he restored to Its normal state by
this evening, unless some unforseen
impediment should Interfere.
WIFE OF HOUSE CLERK
CALLED TO Ills ITM.IUI.
Washington, Jan. 7. Mrs. Luis De
I .a
ice, wii'e of the clerk of the house
committee on Irrigation, who was killed In a fire on the sleeping car near
Loveland. Iowa, yesterday, left for
Iiraniie, Wyo., where her husband's
body had been sent for burial.
De
Larce was returning from the funeral
Mayor J. II.
of his father-in-laof Laramie.
Mc-K-

RAYNOLD'S BUILDING
ELEVATOR

FALLS

SAMUEL Gl LI.ICK AX D C. KIER-S- I
EAD ARE 1X.M HI D.
4
The cage of the new elevator 4
GREAT lOl .TRY SHOW
IX THE SOUTH. 4 being installed at the Kayuolds
building fell when about nine 4
Atlanta, Ga., Jan. 7. Poultry fanciers from all parts of the southern 4 feet from the first lloor this
states have exhibits at the fourth an- 4 morning and Injured Samuel 4
nual show of the Atlanta Poultry 4 Guilick and C. Kicr.stcait. who
association here today. The exhibits 4 were working on It. lioth men 4
number seven thousand and the show 4 were badly bruised and possibly 4
is the most successful of its kind ever 4 injured internally but as far as is
held in the south. The Kennel club 4 known no bones were broken. 4
is holding its annual show at the 4 The breaking of a rope being
same time. There are a large numUtilUed temporarily as a cable
was tli Cause of the accident
ber of great Danes. Mastiffs, and Col-H- e
on exhibition.
,
do

ttfUiHIIIIMiil

Knox will introduce today, simply authorizing the committee cn mil-

itary affairs to make an inquiry Into
the Brownsville nffalr and take testimony. The resolution would In effect
leave to the committee on military affairs the question whether the nreni- dent had authority to discharge the
negro troops.
One Man Steps I'p.
Washington. D. C. Jan. 7. Secretary Taft announced today the appointment of Edmund S. Godfrey,
ninth cavalry, as brigadier general to
succeed General J. Franklin Hell, promoted to be major general.

AMERICAN

INSTITUTE

OF ARCHITECTS'

Observing the Fiftieth Anniversary of Its Birth Today
at Washington. rf '
v

Washington. D. C. Jan. ". The
American Institute of Architects is
observing the fiftieth anniversary of
its birth in the Octagon house here
today. Invitations were extended to
kindred societies of art, archaeology
and science with the result that over
1.000 delegates from ail states In the
union ure In attendance.
The old
Octagon house, the headquarters of
the Institute where the convention is
being held was designed and built In
179X by Dr. William Thornton,
the
architect of the national cairitol. and
was occupied as the executive mansion for some time by President John
Adams. Frank Miles Day, the president of the Institute, delivered the
annual address und pointed out that
this was the only representative national society of architects In the United States, its membership being between K00 and l.ooo, and having
members hi ull the prominent cities
In the country.
The institute he said,
hud accomplished much for the good
of art us the Tarsney act. under
which many government building
are now under course of construction was enacted through Its efforts.
It Initiated the movement
for sys
tematic Improvement of cities In this
country and secured the appointment
of u park commission to report on
development
the
of Washington.
Through its efforts the remodelling of
the white house and the extension of
the capltol on lines which would
have destroyed their beauty were
prevented, it having been the Intention of the authorities to improperly
locale the agricultural building. The
Institute aided materially in the es
tablishment of the American academy
at Rome, u
school In
architecture, printing, sculpture, and
music and in other brandies has always helped with a willing bund.
The principal guest at today's pro
ceedings was Sir William Astor Webb.
There will be a reception in his honor in the Corcoron art gallery tomor
row night when he will be presented
with the first gold medal issued by
the American Institute of Architects,
for distinguished services to architecture. Sir Astor Webb is ihe foremost
member of the profession in England
und one of the most eminent of living architects.
He is a member of
professor of
academy.
the Royal
architecture in Loudon university,
chairman of the board of architectural education In London, and has
erected more important public build
ings than any other man 1m Europe.
He designed
the national memorial
to Queen
Victoria and Albert museum, the Royal college of science.
the new Admiralty, the new war
building, the Imperial institute
in London,
und other conspicuous
works. He has built many churches
also and has restored muny old and
historic ones, among them that of St.
Bartholomew the Great, ill Sinithtleld,
London. He came to America especially to attend the meeting of the Institute and met with a great ovation.
A bronze tablet to the lifty architect
who founded the society in lSTi? will
lie unveiled In the U t.iKo.i house after Hie annual banquet. Two of (be
original founders of the institute still
remain after fifty years of professional life, viz.: Leopold Ktdlilz. of New
York, and Charles Mabcock, emeritus
profes-so- r
Corcell university. I: ith.
.. re pi eseul t I a .
post-gradua-
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Messenger boy. Western
nlon Telegraph Co.
WANTKU
A canable ell I for general
house work. Inquire 903 Copper
avenue.
WAN'TKD
A girl for general house
work.
Mrs. Robert Putney, 615
West Copper avenue.
WAN'TKD Carrier for small paper
route; must have horse and buggy.
Hood pay to right party. 206 South
Kroadwny.
WAN'TKD
People to go to P. K.
Daniel for first-clashoe repair
ing.
Corner Railroad avenue and
Kroadwny.
WANTKU
Help furnished and em- ployment of all
kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colhurn's Kmployment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone
I

ss

270.
WAN'TKD

LOANS.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

MONEY to LOAN
Tianos, Organs,
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on HA LA Kl KS AND WAKE-HOl'SKKCKIPTS. as low as 10
and as high as $200. Loans are
pilvate.
oulikly made and strictly
Time: One month to one year plven.
possession.
Hoods remuln In jour
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
spe us before borrowing.
TIIK 1IOCSKHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4. CSrant Rldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PR1VATF. OFFICES.
0h-i- i
lOvcniiiB.
On
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ALBUQUERQUE
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Capital and surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED
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SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

Nice, New, 6 Room

With Ample Mtane and IJniurpastetl Facilities.
Gentleman's
,i:km N Kl lsKKS
hand clothing. No. 515 South Flr't
street, south of viaduct. Send ad
siti nii:ii pouts.
Incly I'lirni-hei- l.
lircplaoc. Horse,
"..
Herman
The
West.
Jan.
dress and will call. K. J. Sweeney,
Knugy, Harness, Hay, I
here
arrived
proprietor.
miser Panther has
uid will remain until (he 1'Hll. Iter
WAN'TKD
Kids for the construction
lew will commence their shore leave
of hotel building at Helen, X.
visit
will
nmorrow. The Itremen
M. Plans can be seen at the office
lalveston in a short time ami remain
K. K. Crlsty,
architect, Albuof
ife
Kulldlnz.
l
Occidental
of
That for eight days. The Itremen ami
Two Leading Families
querque, X. M. The John Keeker
from
anther will he at Pensacola
Company, Helen, N. M.
H,
Corner Broadway and
ami in
Extends to Depositors Erery Proper Accommodation,
January 31 to February
Slate Shrouded in Gloom
and Solicits
110 West Gold Ave.
re
WAN'TKD
Teams The Santa
of
Tampa from the 11th to the Mil
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
Avenue
Railroad
wants
Co.,
East
Mining
&
Copper
Gold
men
Over Murder.
February.
Roth cruisers will
KI'.AL KsTATF.
teams for coal haul from Hagan
era i ruz aim
steer south and visit
Colo Phone, Hlack .10.
to the mines, near San Pedro, and WK HA VK IM'KCHASKKS
for all
Asplnwall prior to their sailing hack
OmCB3lS AND DIRECTORS
good
All
for other purposes.
kinds of properties In New Mexico.
It is expected
to Stetin. In dermany.
Solomon Luna, Pretloent; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
oe
you
application
will
making
teams
General
What
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sale?
CARRIAGES INNEW YORK
will
visit
that other Herman cruisers
Johnson, . sst, Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Sologiven work. Geo. O. Marts, Super
of (Ices. St. Louis. Mo. Kranch ofthe gulf ports til February and M.irch
mon una, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E.
ll.
fices, Kansas City, Mo., Memphis,
intendent.
and Karon Von Sternberg has nou- - SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Tenn., San Antonio, Texas, OklaINDICATE 6000 TIMES
d the state department at Washing
11)11 itKNT.
homa City, okla. Local offices
tup ouieers ami
ton to this enect.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & 6ANTA FE RY.
everywhere. Address Southwestern
New
FOK UK N'T
of the Kremen and Panther will Full Set of Teeth
Sales Co. 451 Odd Fellows' Kldg.,
618 North Sixth
house, modern.
$1.50 up
be hospitably entertained while here Hold I'lllhiK
St. Louis. Mo.
st reet.
$
Hold Crowns
Indian Chief Secures Augmented ind In Tampa.
50c
Nicely furnished room;
KtriH'ting
ItKNT
FOK
Painless
Popularity by His Engagement
gentleman only. 723 West Copper
I'AKMKKS TO FKiHT.
ROFESSIONAL CARDS
WHKAT COKNKKS. ALL WORK AKSOUTI LY C.VAIt- avenue.
to Denver Heiress.
Spokane. Wash.. Jan. 7. Farmers
Two rooms for
KOU KKNT
ANTKKD.
LAWYERS.
ill over this state are forming
housekeeping. Inquire at 300
heat
Atlanta: That this Is a weird anil branches of the I'nlted States
Kroadway.
1 111 M.
Komi.
nathettcally tragic story that comes Orowers association for the purpose
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F.St.
Foil KKNT Nicely furnished rooms,
little (leorgia if pooling interests and getting better
Trom the beautiful
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
W., Washington, D. C.
modern conveniences at 820 South
Pensions,
town of La Orange. Within the prices for products. The main od- copyrights.
caveats.
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and patents.
Is
to
however,
association
laughter
Inci
of
the
iert
the
of
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uiun
souk
FOK KKNT Front rooms for light letter patents, trade marks, claims.
OmCERB AND DIRECTOR
dent to the wedding of a slsttr. a protect the members of the associa
rent reasonable.
housekeeping;
R. V. J. Kryan.
bright and promising young tjeor- - tion from corners ami combinations.
K.. COPP,
B.
S.
JOSHUA
RAYNOLDS
Albuquer-FlrsPresident
t
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Apply reur 524 West Railroad.
Kian, Bclon of one of the oldset In some parts of the stale farmers ROOM 12. N . f. AKMIJO BLDG.
M. W. FLOURNOY
National
Vice President
cottage que, N. M. Office,
d
of the l'JOS grain
KENT Furnished
proudest, and most aristocratic fam still hold
FOK
FRANK McKEB
Cashier
Apply at Hank building.
flats; very reasonable,
ilies in the south, is shot down for crop as the present limitations do not
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
110 Coal avenue, east end of via
E. W. IKlllsilll.
an offense personal In Its nature, but go above 50 cents. The farmers as DO YOU
WANT
H. F. RAYNOLDS
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
seemingly Inadequate for a Just de- a rule are out of debt, nnd rather
Director
duct.
romwell block, Albuquerque,
fense, by a grandson of the greatest than sell at these prices they will
A four-roofurnished
KKNT
FOK
" Georgian who eror sat In the senate hold the grain until next spring when
TO MAKE MONEY?
U. B. DEPOSITORY
cottage, close to the shops. 211 At
DENTISTS.
big prices will rule.
of the United States.
lantic: avenue. Apply at 82 i Soutll
Capital
$500,000.00
Authorized
1)11.
A
.?. E. Kit IT,
Hrlefly, the story Is this: Young
Third street.
$250,000.00
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
y
Dental Surgeon.
Hill, of Atlanta, grandson of the fa- AMKRICAV FK.DKKA- If you do. write the Occidental Life Full KKNT A nix room
2 and 3, Karnett building,
TION OF I.AKOK MF.KTIX4J. Insurance Co. for full particulars of
Rooms
(or
&
mous Senator Benjamin Hill, had
Atchison,
Fe
Railway
Company
Topeki
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Depository
Seventh
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of
house,
brick
New York. Ja.i. 7. At n meeting their inducements to energetic men
been very attentive to the younger
Tljeras r. venue. Inquire over O Kielly s drug store. Automat
and
street
Labor
of
phone 238. Appointments made
.sinter of lr. Frank Ridley, of La of the American Federation
and women to sell Us new guaran
at Lommorl & Matteucci, 624 ic
by mail.
CranRC. For some reason the en In the Cooner union Saturday Samuel teed dividend policy. Some of our
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Tljeras
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gagement of the young people was Gompers, the president,
salesmen are making $200 a week.
Edmund .1. Alger, D. D S.
farm, o miles
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Ridleys, young Hill that the
i posed by the
Office
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free
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north;
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rights.
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Address
water
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ding of another of Dr. Ridley's sis- problems confronting the
ling representative in every town in
m. to 5 p. m. Roth phones. Ap
Albuquerque. N. M.
ters, both Miss Ridley and Mr. Hill ers of the country, the prlclpal mat New Mexico and Arizona. No get ricn
pointments made by mail
Nicely
question,
furnished
were present. Prone ever to laugh ters being the apprentice
quick schemes or gift enterprises but FuK KKNT
the a straight out and out guaranteed
PHYSICIANS.
rooms, $1.25 to J1.50 per week;
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
at locksmiths, love laughed as usual displacement of child labor bytrade
rooms
per
night.
Also
of the
5c to 50c
In this case, and young Miss Kidley machine; graduates
from start to finish. Kasy
contract
HAY'XES
J.
1R.
It.
and
for light housekeeping. The Mln
and Hill engaged in conversation. school, manual training school and to talk, easv to sell and honest in
Physician ami Surgeon.
CAPITAL .
neaoolis House. 524 South Second
uniting the school of technology; child labor
After the ceremony
every particular.
Rooms 11 and 13, X. T. Armljo
street, Albuquerque, N. M.
hearts and hands of the bride and iiiisaiiltarv conditions in home and
Occidental Life Insurance Co. of
building.
0(
SURPLUS
groom, Kidley and Hill had some shop.
New Mexico and Arizona, home of- FOK SALE.
DR. It. L. HI ST.
M.
words on the veranda of the Ridley
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Ice,
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to the telephone and located John
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KIl.l.S TWO (.1R1.S
Two little girls, children of A. M.
Hove, secretary of the Pecos Water

DAMS

METAL

Ever Published In Any Land Contractor Nelson Left El Paso for Selden. N. M.. Vvlth
Is the Stevens Copper
Laborers and Supplies.
Handbook.
The Hixlh annual otilllmi of tile
liiiiiillxMik, I lie only pnlilUa-tlo- n
to tht rop-le- r
devnleil
Issued, lielnK
IndiiKlty. lias
KPVPial mnntlm later than usual In
app'ranre. owing to the siiknrss of
the uuthor, last spring, out matter of
much later date has heen used than
in preceding Issues, so that the book
is am nearly
as Its predecessors. and far more bulky and exhaustive In Its treatment of the manifold phapes of an Industry that Is
te

world-wid-

e

in scope.

The Copper handbook Is entyclo-poedi- c
in scope. but is written
throughout In plain language, easily
understandable by those lacking a
1i"hnlcnl education.
The work
with a chapter on the history of
copper, followed by articles on the
geology, chemistry, mineralogy, metallurgy and uses of the metal, with
eight chapters devoted to condensed
descriptions of the known copper deposits of the globe. A glossary of
milling terms will lie found useful to
nil readers not thoroughly conversant
with practical mining, milling and
smelling. Tile statistics of the Clipper trade and of copper slinre
finances are covered in forty pages of
liiKhly condensed and accurate tables.
The major portion of the hook Is
devoted to a chapter describing practically all known copper mines in the
world, and listing every copper mining company of Importance.
This
chapter Is aranged alphabetically, by
and
titles, rendering it
saving more than 60 pages of double-colum- n
Index that otherwise would
lie required to merely give the titles
of the 4.6"6 mines and companies listed In the book, there being 777 more
titles than in the preceding annual
edition. The descriptions range In
length from two lines. In the case of
unimportant, old and idle properties
to nearly 16 pages in the case of
Calumet & Hecla, a mine that em
plnya peven thousand men and will
have paid one hundred million Uul
lars in dividends by April next.
In
the
The detailed descriptions
main chapter of the book are especially valuable because of their
completeness, covering, as they do,
exact titles, full addresses, details of
organisation, officers and finance, in
addition to full and careful particuores,
lars regarding location. Xr
tspects.
nd
mine development
l
Heretofore works t regerence devoted to mines have confined themselves
either to the financial or the mining
end, but the (Vl'per handbook covers
all the feature of interest to investors, miners oi'' scientists: not of one
mine or comrany. but of thousands;
not in one district, but in every district of the orld.
Investors possessing this bonk have
it their conn!1,1l a fund of information that not."1'.' "'" enable them to
opinion of the
form a:i .lnfr:
legitimate copper mining shares, but
which will wurU them against hundreds of the entirely too numerous
class of mining companies formed
solely to sell stoc k. Thf Copper handbook may be termed an investment
insurance policy to the man who
lacks the costly equipment for independent investigation that Is maintained by those who, have millions
invested in mines.
The Copper handbook Is the only
publication In the mining field that
gives ratings to the mines and companies, of w hich there are many. The
good companies are commended and
the fraudulent companies are deThe
nounced in plain language.
ings on faith, but the facts on which
such ratings are based are given In
detail. The accuracy of the ratings
is demonstrated by the fact that of
many libel suits threatened, by many
deof the hundreds of companies
nounced as fradulent, not one has
been brought Into court.
The publisher makes the unusual
offer of sending this book, on a week's
approval, fully prepaid, to any address in the world, without any advance payment. This offer has been
made for six years past, and the publisher states that of the many thousands of books so sent out. less than
three per cent have been returned as
unsatisfactory, and less than three
per cent of the books retailed remain
unpaid for, the percentage of loss,
on this plan of unlimited credit, being less than the average alowed by
uiost business houses maintaining
credit bureaus, which speaks well for
the inherent honesty of the average
man, when put upon honor.
The Copper handbook, Voly. VI.,
for 190t, issued Oct. lath; 1.116
in
pages, octavo, brevier type;
buckram binding, with gilt top;
in full library morocco, full gilt;
Horace J. Stevens, editor and publisher, 37s PostofTiee block. Houghton, Michigan.
be-Ul-

g,

$7.-fi-
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WHY SO WEAK?
May Be Sapping
Kidney Trouble
Your Life Away. Albuquerque People Have Learned this Fact.
Wtrfn a Tiealthy man or woman begin to run down without apparent
decauHe, becomes weak, languid,
pressed, suffers backache, headache,
dizzy spol!a and urinary disorders,
look to fie kidneys for the cause of it
till. Ktep the kidneys well and they
Dean's Kidney
will keep you well.
l'ills cure sick kidneys and keep them
well.
of
Juan A. Ortega,
Ixuua street, Santa Fe, N. M says;
"li all troubled with pain in the back
hav that annoyance ended as quickly
as the use of Doan's Kidney Pills, procured at Ireland's Pharmacy, ended
mine, then bacnache ore to kidney
ccmrilaint would cease to have any
terrors for users erf this strengthening and curative preparation. No one
in Santa Ke need bo in the least dubious about using Doan's Kidney Pills
il lliey require a medicine to strengthen their kidneys."
Price 50
Knr sale by all dealer.
Co , Uuffalo. New
ci nts. r'oster-.MilburVorR, sole, agent
for the United
Remember the name Deans
5.
nud tiko no other.
.
St.-ites-

ltt

Kl Paso ThursThirty laborers
day night for Selden, X. M., where
they will work on the division dam
which is being Installed by the government In the rtio Ciiunde river at
that place, .says the Kl Paso Xcws.
They were nccom pnnield by Contractor J. P. Xelson. who also made
heavy purchases of supplies necessary In conducting the work.
"The work on the division dam
means a big thing for Ml Paso," said
hotel,
Mr. Xelson at the .Sheldon
where he stops during his brief visits
to the city.
The majority of the laborers have been secured in this city
and by January l.'i 1 will have a number of skilled mechanics at wink on
the dam."
Constructing Muglneer li. M. Hall,
who has charge of the district comprising Xew Mexico. Texas mid Oklahoma In the leclamaliiin service, has
ottlccs in the Guaranty Trust building on San Antonio street and In
speaking of the diversion dam and
the six miles of canal which will be
by Contractor
Xelson
constructed
Mr.
within the next four months.
Hall said:
"Ten per cent of the construction
work of the diversion dam has been
completed, and Contractor Xelson is
rapidly Increasing the equipment,
and is making rapid progress.
He
has 100 laborers at work, and between
65 anil 70 teams.- "The machinery for the heavy
work on the dam has been shipped,
and the lumber and piling necessary
will be on the ground within a
It is expected the concrete
with steel will start
work
on the dam by February 1.
"The government diversion dam Is
being constructed at the estimated
cost oT J200.000. together with th- six miles of canal which is a portion
of the Ulo Oraiule project of the reclamation service.
"Water will be furnished the ranchers adjacent to the diversion dam and
canal nt $40 the acre, this amount to
be paid to (he government in ten
years without interest.
The water
necessary in irrigating the soil each
year will be furnished at the actual
cost of keeping up the canals which
will be about 2i1 or 30 cents the
acre.
"In the government reclamation
service there are some 300 engineers
and assistants in the field in charge
the numerous projects which the
government has for reclaiming the
laud which vns for years a barren
desert, and nuiklim it Into productive
ranches.
The work projected has
been divided into eight districts, a
constructing
engineer in charge of
each one 'of the districts, and the
work Is being pushed as rapidly as
money is available for carrying on the
work."
Mr. Hall Is in cjiarge of the district which embraces Xew Mexico,
Texas and Oklahoma, and expects to
make Ml Paso his home for several
years before the government completes Its numerous tin Crande projects in diversion dams and canals
for furnishing a sutliclent water supply for irrigation in the southwest.
The money expended by the reclamation service is being returned to
this fund by the government from the
sine of acreage in large tracts.
few-days- .
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Stone of Mstancla is

Albu(ueriue.

visit-

John W. Sullivan, superintendent of
the Hagan coal mines, spent Sunday
in this city.
Mrs. Ed. Smith Is in (lardeu City.
Kan., visiting
will
She
relatives.
probably be absent for a month.
Kugene Kempenlch of the Mcintosh
Hardware company, spent yesterday
with his mother and brother at Per-alta.

Albert Clancy, who was at Santa Fe
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. II.
S. Clancy, has returned to resume his
studies at the University.
B. A. Clemens after several days
spent in the transaction of business
in Albuquerque left Saturday night
for his ranch lit Magdalena.
The Winslow Mall says: Mrs. A.
(iray, of Albuquerque.
has been
.spending the holidays with Iter sisters.
Mrs. F. W. Xelson and Mis. W. P.
I ieary.
C. K. tileckler, the dairyman, on
Saturday gave a contract to Spooner
and Company for the construction of
a brick house. Later ill the day he
left for San Diego, Cal., where he will
remain for a short period of rest.
The Xew Mexican says: Mrs. A.
Mugler and her grand daughter. Miss
Kva W'lentge, left
for Albuquerque.
Mrs. Mugler will visit her daughter
and son at the Duke City and Miss
Wienlge returns to college after
spending the holidays with her mother and family.
Mrs. Komerii and itamon Romero,
Jr., her son, both of Monterey, Mexico
are in the city visiting relatives. They
were called here by the death of Mrs.
Mrs. TriniRomero's mother-in-ladad Romero, and will probably remain for an extended period. Mrs.
Romero expresses pleasure at being
once more in Albuquerque.
Miss I,. It. Holmes, of Kansas City,
is in the city selling "Red Cross" antiseptic mouth pieces for telephones
and is meeting with universal success.
bacIt is endorsed by physicians,
teriologists and sanitary
specialists.
There are over f.Oo.nftO now In use In
the United States, although the paleitt
has been out only a few months.
Thomas I.inville of the "Spot Cash"
grocery force and Kd. Smith, a well
known plasterer and contractor, left
Sunday for l'.erualillo
with camp
equipment.
They expect to "do
tilings" to the web fooled wild fowl
that ale said to frequent the river
and bogs in the vicinity. Kquipped
Willi plenty of arms and ammunition
l tie niiurods w ill stay several days and
endeavor to make a killing.
'

Commercial Printing

Users' association nt Carlsbad, died
Saturday morning from ptomaine
poisoning. The whole family were
poisoned several days ago. Mr. and
Mrs. Hove are low from poison and
the shock. Hove is an
man.

Having Added Large Invoice of New Type Face
and Latest Style of Paper, We Can Please You

SOITIII.ISN NI'.W MKMtO

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

CATTM'.MC.X

fnpper

All Kinds

V.lT ;001

PKICIM
The cattlemen of southern Xew
It
Mexico
is understood, will huve a
large number of one. two and three-yea- r
olds for sale In the spring. The
cowmen of that part of the territory
will undoubtedly hold out for an advance ol $1 per head over last year's
prices, which w ill be $14 for ones; $17
for twos and $20 for
three-year-old- s.

rxiu.w schools i xih:k
MPI'.ltlVrKXOKNT

fit

1I,I..

The following Is the monthly attendance for Dfcmber at the various
Indian schools under the supervision
of Superintendent Clinton J. Cran-dal- l: RUCAUSK I IK IKC.KT
PI RK KXKI ernment' bureau of chemistry i a
U. S. Indian Training school at
I.Kf.ISLATJON. DR. II. WII.KY. department consisting of the volume
Santa Fe. 332; Taos day school. B2:
y
literature collected from
San Juan day school. 4!.S; Santa
CIIIKF OP Till! Ill RF.AU OF or
'
sources.
all
Clara day school. 3'.: Jeme7. day
A
IS
CIIKMISTRY.
MUCH AMI'S.
is because Dr. Wiley ha been
school, 32.lt; San lldefonso day school
This
I.l MAN.
trying to get pure rood legislation.
24.5, Sla day school, 22.9: Cochitl day
He began trying twenty-fou- r
school. 21.1; Plcuiis day school. 19.4;
years
ago and last w inter his effort were
Xambe day school. I,. Total average
1).
Washington.
C, Jan. 7. In the crowned w ith a considerable measure
6"4.H.
government service for twentyfour of success.
year
and never promoted or demot
V ATKINS NOW
Kvery conceivable effort has been
IN
That Is the remarkable record made by the adulterated food and
IUSINI-.SIN TORRKON ed.
Mr. and Mrs. Mduard Witt kins and of Harvey W. Wiley, chief of the drink trust
which Incluc'e the whistheir son. Lewis, who for many years bureau of chemistry. United Stales key trust to bring Wiley Into diswere residents of tiallup. and who department of agriculture. Dr. Wiley credit and get him removed from his
At one stage of the game
are well known In Albuquerque, are is a bachelor or this probably never office.
now
located In Torreon. Mexico, would have occurred. A wife would formal charge were filed, accusing
where Mr. Wntklns Is in business. have Insisted that he resign or go Dr. Wiley of corruption.
The secretary of agriculture called for the
Judging from papers sent from Tor- - higher.
Dr. Wiley Is wedded to his work, proofs. Xothing has since been heard
eon, that city is becoming very Im
portant, now having n population of lie gives It bis time, energies and from the charges. And their filing
over 4 il.OOO people. There are many affection. Kveningn, when other men occurred many weeks ago.
Dr. Wiley is the author of 101 pubAmericans in business in the city are at home playing with their chiland a paper In Mnglish Is printed dren or getting acquainted with their lished article on chemical subjects.
Mines and ranches are the wifes. Dr. Wiley Is poring over his 27 published addresses, and one text
there.
test tube and writing teatlses on book on analysis. He holds patents
source of the city's revenue.
on five inventions, one for a pneuborax.
In return for this devotion to the matic railway, and another for makNi:Wsl.Pi;il WRIiT'.R MAKKS
ANOTHKK SNKAK. public service Dr. Wiley is one of ing smokeless powder. He Is likewise
"Snedeker left here Thursday. Do the most thoroughly abused men in occasional poet and a popular after
not know his whereabouts."
the country.
In Chicago a weekly dinner talker.
A telegram conveying this message magazine was founded for the sole
Dr. Wiley come
from Indiana,
was received from Ueorge A. Sheets. purpose of saying disagreeable things where he was born near Kent, In
chief of police at Salt like City, this about him. In all large cities In the Jefferson county, graduating from
afternoon by Attorney R. H. Ilanna. country are trade papers which give Hanover college in 1K67. His later
says Jhe Xew Mexican.
column every week to
education was at Harvard and in the
Doubtless learning that the
slander. In the library of the gov German universities.
were hot on his trail and had lo
cated hi in In Salt Uike City. K. H.
Snedeker. who is wanted in this city take possession of the blocks and sell Jones bought eleven acres of land adand tit Mstancla for uttering checks them.
joining Roswell on the northeast from
drawn on a bank in which he had no
by Mayor Dr. J. W. CJarst, of Worcester, Mass.,
This was discovered
funds, skipped out by the light of OQuInn and his board, and the city and put up a good sized building of
the moon. Whether he left a trail of has taken formal possession of the cement block and spent considerable
worthless checks there Is not known. land. Thin will doubtless bring on a money preparing it for a gas plant.
law suit, as both sides claim to be A Denver savings bank loaned sevROSW I'.LL INSTITI TM I 'OK
ground. The block in eral thousand dollar on the plant.
sure
TIBKRCI LOSIS IWTII'.NTS. disputeof Istheir
In the north end of Carls-ha- d The money gave out before the plant
The annex to St. Mary's hospital at
near which a large addition has was completed and no more could be
Roswell, has been completed and is recently
been opened up.
secured. In the meantime the Hondo
now open to persons afflicted with
Stove Manufacturing company,
the
tuberculosis, for which special purRoswell Lumber company and J. D.
tlKROMK WOMAN SHOOTS
pose it was built. It Is a frame buildIIKIISKLF IN IIKA1). Hudginn had bills against the coning so constructed as to give a row of
After Indulging in an overdose of cern amounting to $1,17D, and Dr.
rooms, each having a front door and
beverage, celebrating the (Sarst had not been paid for the land.
porch and well ventilated and lighted. Intoxicating
judgment and order of sale
MIectlic lights, steam heat, bath and dying of the year 1906, Lottie Iewls. Under a
of the tenderloin district of the district court Sheriff Woodruff
toilet, hot and cold water and an a resident
Jerome, Arizona, pulled a pistol has sold the 'property and Dr. (larst
electric bell system give It a very of
of her skirt with the bhl It in at $1,1 SO to protect hi claim.
complete equipment.
There are ten from the pocket
Denver savings bank loses its
rooms for patients, one for the sis- intention of. "shooting In" the Xew The
money and the debt Is now not a lien
ters and one in the kitchen, making Year.
Instead Lottie shot herself In the on the property.
twelve In all.
chin. the bullet passing upward
through the brain. death ensuing PLKNTY OF SNOW OVKR
I.l'.ti RUN ) I'.R IJY
IN Till: KSTANC1
COUNTRY.
W AtiOX Wlflll, I RVCTl HUD seven minutes later.
The new year was ushered in with
With other convivial companions.
The other day Claud Rawson. son
of the real estate man. while riding on Lottie was seated at the festal board a good snow storm at Mstancla, from
the brake of a wagon loaded with when the first whistle sounded, an- one to two Inches of white covering
the Mstancla valley.
wood, slipped and fell underneath the nouncing the birth of u new year.
It came hi n way the many farmers
In attempting to join in the revolsame, the wheel passing over his leg.
says the Mstancla News. The bone ver fusillade that followed, the Lewis In that district like to see not in a
and just heavy
was broken just below the knee. He woman's pistol was accidentally dis- gale but steadily
although a physician enough to cover the ground evenly.
was a nervy little fellow and tried to charged, and
walk home, bill soon found out he was summoned immediately to look There was some wind but not enough
could not. While Dr. Xorris was re- after her wound, she died shortly t be disagreeable. The snow did no
damage to live stock. The many new
ducing the fracture he talked merrily after the accident.
The deceused was a stranger In Jer- settlers who are looking forward to
with those around him and only once
showed any sign of a whimper. Tills ome, having arrived there from Los raising good crops on their homesteads next summer, say that the
Xothis pretty good for a youngster not yet Angeles only two weeks ago.
ing is known of her previous
his- snow fall will do great good.
in his teens. At last report he is doAlthough the ground was well cov
tory, ami It Is not known whether
ing nicely.
any relatives survive her.
ered with snow on several occasions
this winter, every bit or additional
ARIZONA WILD CAT
moisture only render more sure the
ATTACKS A WOMAN. SI KI HY COURT TO
SATISFY Jl IH.MI'.NTS. production or cereals next Reason.
At sunset the other day u large
About two years ago a man named Let the snow come.
wildcat emerged from the forest at
Pine, Arizona, in search of prey about
the barnyard of a resident on the outWe endorse the Pure
skirts of that town. The housewife.
Mis. lielle Pomeroy. sought to scare
Drug
Law, because we have
the varmit from the place and proalways
believed in its prinbeing
were
who
tect her children
ciples, and because it means
chased by it. whereupon the cat made
ACT
for her, and having cut her off from
that the American pejple
June jo, 1906
the bouse chased her into town where
find the strong arm of
will
Will
screaming
help.
for
she ran
In Effect January 1, 1907
the Government protecting
Fuller, her brother, got to the woman
before the cat had overtaken her.
them from RANK FAKES,
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New Mexico's Leading

Afternoon Newspaper
AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS, o
I
oi

Faywood
1

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.
RELIEVES PAIN.

Hot

BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES I 0NEY AILMENTS.

Springs

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.

PURE DRUGS
LAW

dm work
roosi:i:i.t
si spi:nii:i until sprin;.
Word was received from Roosevelt,

Arizona, that the work of building
the big dam has been suspended until
spring on account "f damage done by
rain and snow. Salt river at Roosevelt is not very high, but it has again
succeeded In washing out the cofferdam and in delaying work indefinitely.

The cofferdam was washed out by
the Hood several weeks ago and it
had been scarcely repaired when the
rain of December 31 washed it out
again. The contractors have decided
to suspend further operations until
spring and over half of the men who
have been employed on the project
have left Roosevelt. It snowed all
day Monday and a heavy fall covers
the mountains down as far as the
il.nn.
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I P A t'lTV PARK
There Is about to begin in Carlsbad

against the People, as well as against the responsible manufacturers of honest, reliable remedies, and it was high time for
it to b stopped. Misrepresentation and substitution of "something just as good" will now be done away with.
The principles of the Food and Drugs Act have been always
favored by conscientious and honorable manufacturers, who
recognized that Purity and Quality alone could permanently
secure the favor of the nation.
So the makers of Cascareu Candy Cathartic recognized the great principles of PURITY. QUALITY and MEDICINAL MERIT when the first
tablet was made, over eleven years ago, and have adhered to them ever
since.
Cascareta stand alone on their record, of having gained in that short
period of time the friendship, confidence and patronage of millions of
people, who are now buying Cascarets at the rate of over a MILLION
BOXES A MONTH, the largest sale of any Bowel Medicine in all th

We endorse the Pure Drug Law.
It suits us, because we have always stood before our friends unafraid
and clear of conscience, made our contracts good to every one, and in the
conduct of our business, had the good fortune to help hundreds of thousands of our i'illow-citizen- s
back to health and life.

Ws have no reason to hesitate, and so we do not hesitate, to recomi leual baltle over the possession of
several of the designated city parks. mend Cascarets to a'l sufferers from Constipation and all complications
During the beginning of Carlsbad's arising therefrom. AJso any other diseases of the
We are ador vertised by our loving friends and whenever the American people pass judgcareer there were four areas
blocks set apart and deeded to the ment in favor of an article after over ten years of investigation, trial and
town government as cliy parks. Two test, their verdict speaks for itself.
of these anas have been occupied as
The greatest merit of Cascarets however, is that of being a positive
such or given over to public uses such av.i reliable preventive of disease. The most important function of the
as schools, etc.
liu:n3n body is to keep its digestive channel and passages, with over thirty,
Rut with the passing out of existsix feet oi bowe'i, strictly clean and disinfected, so that natural operations
ence of one of llie old companies that can take p'ace in a natural manner, and the gruwth'and aclivi'tr of disease
was then doing business at Carlsbad,
germs can be prevented.
there seems to have arisen a misunA Caicaret at n feht before "turning in" will keep your Bovtcls reguljr.
derstanding leg uding the legal status Bnd yiur who!
canal whole ji:.e, pure ar.d normally active.
the property a ljoining one of
and
taking, buy a little 1Q box TODAV
Ko
what yu ?iive
the parks has become very Valuable, at yfiv.r
d'.'-'.s"d 'it thj res-i- ts t;'.l thil jv,;i story. I, na..- - a
j;
i tirin of real estate men representing
lot ti l.eaJih anl c jrr'.rt i:t 3lo:e for yju.
rtthe obi trust company, were about l
food-cana-
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CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS

FIRST

CLASS.

FAYWOOD,
See Santa F

I Hew Mexico

Albuquerque

trip ratei,

Agent

good for

Foundry and Machine
m. m. HALL.

"

for round
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day.
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Irea FrwaU ftaa
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The Elite Restaurant
New, Clean, Orderly, Good Service, Meal
F. J. Gro, Prop.
120 W. Silver Ave.

25ct.

Supply Co.
NashElectrical
roK
blkctrical
mvmmYTHiNa

Latest Designs in Table Lamps. Chandeliers, Shades and
Klectric
Have your House Wired.
Houss-Furnishing-

f O0

s.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

W. Railroad

Avnua

Both fhonaa

Citizen Want Ads for Results
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F. H. STRONG

Washington, I). C Jan. 7. There Is nothing
The tegular meeting of the Wood
or even radical In President man's circle will be held tomorrow
expei imental
at 2:30 p. m., In odd Fellows' hall.
lioosevelt's recommendations that congress pass laws
The WonuiniTHellif corps will
plans
PASSING OF RABBI KAPLAN
Holh
proposing taxes on Incomes and Inheritances.
meet at Hed Men's hall tomorrow.
am!
down
stepped
countries;
night
and
foreign
In
Snturdny
successfully
on
have been tried
The rabbi nhi
January 8. at 2:30.
All members
out, after his Infamous article against Ihe hole south- one of them has been put Into successful operation temequested to be pirsent.
O- ern people had been called to public attention by The porarily in the United States.
The Commercial club will hold Its
Oilmen, tnny be .fed to point a moral If not to adorn a
n
war the United Slates dance on Wednesday evening of this
Hiring the
week, the regular
having been
Mr. Kaplan claimed to be a Jew, but to Judge from passed an emergency inheritance tax law, which went abandoned owing todate
conflicting mat
bis to the supreme court on a test case and was there upTils course in this community he was tin Ishninellte
ters. Elaborate preparations are behand being against every man. A year ago. It will ar-be held. Thousand)! of dolars were turned Into the Uni- ing made for the event, which It Is
period
he
when
during
In
the
which
brief
treasury
the
article
States
ted
remembered, he published an
predicted will be the best yet.
law was In operation: and Its repeal came only ns a
raigned the clergy .f this elty as Ignoramuses and hypo-crla
The meeting of Benefit lodge No. 2,
result of the conviction that the revenues were .not
This was overlooked as the villi vaporlngs of
A. O. U. W
which was postponed
needed.
mind diseased by the Infection of its own
Ureal tli itain has had considerable experience with from last Monday night because of
t.
Hut It must be eonfessed that since he
Inclement weather, will be held to
the publication of Ihe Harbarlan," rightly so named, both income and Inheritance taxes. Its Income lax nas night at 7:30 o'clock. All members
1 r
during
discord
years,
of
and
provoking
more
than
In
for
be
operation
the
been
to
weini'd
his thief desire
are requested to be present.
Instal
between the members of his congregation and the other the year of 1!"" the revenue derived from this source lation of officers and Important busi
A
to
shilling
the
amounted to nearly $160,000,000.
religious denominations of the city.
ness. T. F. Kings, recorder.
This was the more uncalled for because In Albu- pound, or about 25 cents out of every $5, is the basis
Tiler? w ill be "aieetlng of Scotch
querque, above many other places In the world, the peo- of the Kngllsh act. The law Is quite popular with me
men
at the office of Pr. W. N. Mac
most
In
making
does,
to
Hgnostlc
the
It
resulting,
as
people,
masses of the
ple of all religious faith from the
beth in the Barnett building on Tuesfantatieal religionist were living In peace and recogni- the rich man pay a proportionate share of the taxes, day evening, Jan. 8, at 8 p. m to
tion of mutual rights, civil, political, social, and all Instead of the more common practice of burdening the arrange for the coming banquet In
others. His religious diatribes were therefore not only poor man with the greater portion of It.
honor of Bobby Hums' anniversary,
unnecessary, but absolutely harmful.
The Kngllsh tax gatherers' returns show that there to take place on the 25th of the pres
w
nolo
upon
a
ire some swollen fortunes In King Kdward's domain. ent month. All others who are InterHut w hen he uttered a tllthy attack
In l!oj Incomes amounting to a quarter of a million ested are cordially invited to attend.
section of our country, he reached his limit, and the
Albert is to be congratulated upon the quick lollars and over were reported by 19 individuals. 113
The proceedings in connection with
Incomes amounting to the Installation of officers of C K.
firms, and 794 corporations.
and emphatic manner in which they took action.
$1(10.000 to $250,000 were reported by 219 individuals, Warren Post, Grand Army of the Re
St"
Just at the lose of the war Charles O'Connor
public, on Saturday night were en
requested to bring indictments against the leaders In i,042 firms and 2.540 corporations.
WILLIAM Mcl.NTOSH, Preildent
All whose Incomes are $HO0 a year or less are ex livened by the presence of the ladles
weesslon. but he declined, saying that he knew not how-tMr.
In
An
people.
organizations.
auxiliary
empted from the Income tax. The amount In 5reat of the
brini an indictment against a whole
Kaplan seemed able to do so. How.yer. his effort und Britain thus exempted Is f.0. 540,372 pounds. The In teresting program, in which the lawas rendered and
come of funds ilevoteu lo cnarnauie purposes is iise- - dies participated
Its consequences are hardly worthy of emulation.
portion
of
the evening was
latter
the
t
esgeneralization
$50,000,000
his
confined
amounting
to
wlse exempt, and Incomes
Still, had Mr. Kaplan
pent In social intercourse.
the men of the south, It Is probable that little attention cape taxation under this head. Another exemption is
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Orunsfeld, pre
would have been paid to his slanderous article; but when Insurance.
People who have studied the Income tax law in Great paratory to their contemplated trip
he Included the .vomen of the south In his effusion, he
were entertained nt
Britain report what may seem Impossible to many peo to eastern cities,
leased the deud line.
dinner on Saturday evening by Mr.
There Is one subject on which all Americans re- ple a greater distribution of wealth in that country and
Mrs. George 1 Brooks at their
gardless of racial descent, religious belief, or sectional than in the United States. As bearing on this topic the residence. No. 903 Weftt Copper ave
women.
our
following table Is of considerable Interest.
abode are a unit, and that Is reverence for
nue.
Besides Mr. and Mrs. Gruns-fel- d
held
Taxes on incomes of the following amounts are
In no other land on the face of the globe Is woman feel-Inwere present Mr. and Mrs.
there
n
The
paid by the following number of persons:
In such high esteem as In these United States.
Clark M. Carr, Mr. and Mrs. Mon
tague Stevens, Mr. Herbert Brooks
Persons.
Pounds.
Is thoroughly chlvalrlc, and may be sometimes
140,154 and Mr. K. W. Madden.
Quixotic, but It is Ingrained In the very heart and soul From 160 to 200
96,659
This feeling M; From 200 to 300
American.
of every
This week being set aside by the
his attack upon From 300 to 400
Hence
34.2S0 Evangelical alliance as the world's
seem
realize.
to
not
did
Kaplan
and
spontaneous
17,300
From 400 to 500
the women of the south, and hence the
week of prayer, will be generally ob8,562 served by the churches throughout
overwhelming indignation of the community. Nor does From 500 to 600
The
4,788 the city with speciul services.
The Citizen believe the rising tide of wrathful indignatlo.1 From 600 to 700
Methodist and Presbyterian
4,019 First
had been any less If Mr. Kaplan had selected for his From 700 to 800
2.045 churches will unite in meetings each
theme the women of the east, of the west, of the north, From 800 to 900
Tonight
of our country. From 900 to 1,000
2,600 evening during the week.
or of any other section or
tomororow night the meetings
and
of
persons
many
desirous
so
found
6.044
has
2,000
Citizen
The
From 1,000 to
will be held at the Lead avenue-1,401 church and on each evening therereading the unfortunate article of the late rabbi, but From 2.1100 to 3,000
651 after in
unable to procure It. that the offensive part of it is here From 3,000 to 4,000
the First Presbyteriar
290 church.
reproduced.
From 4.000 to 5,000
433
Speaking of the crime of rape on white women, and From 5,1100 to 10,000
At a musical party given on Satur
219
on even baby girls of six years of age, who died from the From 10,000 to 50,000
day afternoon by Miss Fay C. Leon
19
outrage, the rabbi said:
From 50,000 and upward
ard to her tSuplls, a contest which was
Now, In the name of all that is good and holy, if
According to the British tax returns, therefore, there being conducted between the pupils
people
to
negro
so
Is
white
hateful
king
this crime of the
are about 700 acknowledged millionaires in the
of the first and second grades was
that It Is punishable by mob violence, why, I thunder (Inm, The richest englishman in the Duke of Westmin brought to a close. The affair was
forth from the mountain tops, do the white men of the ister, who owned to an estate amounting to $200,000, given ut the residence of Miss Leonaouth, with the fewest exceptions, practice daily that 000. Lord Indeach acknowledges $100,000,000.
In the ard, on South Walter street, and
name crime on negro women? If I had taken the trouble $60,000,000 clans come the dukes of Devonshire, Hue proved a most Interesting and enjoy
able occusion, each one of the pupils
to convert negroes to Judaism, I would take a pride In Inch, Derby. Bedford and the marquis of Bute.
present contributing toward the en
being an example of righteousness and morality to these
in
Great
live
one
dodging
is
a
The question of tax
tertuinment with a musical selection.
disciples of mine, and not an example of privileged im- Britain, aa in other countries. The poorer people nave mim Kmni Wolklnir carried off the
d
fundamendesecration of tile
morality and
confirmed belief that many of the rich pay taxes on badge of honor and Chester' Clark J
tal institution of socleity. the home. If you do not
smaller Income than they acknowledge, und that also acquired a prize in the scale conknow, you ought to know, that In the south it Is no dis- many people are untaxed wnose incomes are misc test. At th dose refreshments were
grace, it Is an acknowledged privilege of every white enough to come within the taxable class. 'this belter served.
man to have a colored woman as a concubine. Hy their finds confirmation in the opinion of some expert socio
economic dependence, the negro women must obey, and logists. among them A. L. Bowley, of the London School
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
obey, as obey they must, behold the hollow of Kconomlcs, who claims that there are in reality 1..'00
negroes
race!
to
us
an
immoral
mockery to point
the
millionaires In the kingdom, instead of 700, and that, the
justice total number of those who ought to pay Income taxes
How in the name of decency and common-sens- e
The following quotations were re
ceived by fV Graf & Co.. brokers,
ran you blame the negro for occasionally Imitating your is 833.320. instead of 370,372.
their own private wlreg from
vile practices which you shave him every day? This,
The
"death tax" as the Inheritance tax over
New York, room 37, P.arnett
too. Is a problem, that will never be solved by anyone
is called Is not so easily evaded. Death brings all es
the white women of the south. The southern white tales Into probate, if they are of any size, and here the
If tends k
woman Is proverbially lazy. Incapable of doing anything, government gets Its hand upon the assets and takes a
Xcw York Stock.
with
the foot'
ineapuble of earning the salt that goes Into the bread share for the state. This inheritance tax Is rated acc American Sugar
134 V
Bhe eats. She is therefore dependent, body and soul,
119H
ording to the degree of relationship of the people who Amalgamated Copper
The flexible sole Red Cross
upon her lord and master, her husband. She nor you eceive under the will of statute. Close relatives pay a American Smelters
153 3s
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may put it that way, but I put It that way because It Is umiillei- - rule than distant reli.tives who inherit
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me American Car foundry
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truth.
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Anaconda
slave, his toy, his plaything, and must acquisee In everyFor example, children pay one pound in every one
The burning and
82
thing he does, for her living depends upon him, and him hundred to the state; brothers, sister and nephews pay llrooklyn Rapid Transit
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llaltiniore and Ohio
caused by stiff soles and the
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134
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Bay nothing
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ern women were capable of making their own living, they at a higher rate than small ones,
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for
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A stylish
rather than live with an immoral man."
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The death duties in Kngland amounted In 1905 to Ontario and Western
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the
having
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Pennsylvania
$15,000,000, this amount
shoe
29
share from people Inheriting wealth which they had no Kock Island
ROOSEVELT ON PANAMA
130
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common
absolutely
The superintendent of public documents, Washing nari In nroduclnz. The number of estates settled and Southern Paclllc
4
ton, D. C, bus requested The Citizen to publish the fol from which this revenue came, was 63,919.
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President Kooseveit H special n essage to congress fore death. The duke of Westminister.
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The exhaustive mailer in which this subject hut his eldest son was a legal and proper transfer, and that Shannon
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lose
It
should
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been treated In this message, with the addition of seven it una ihe misfortune of the state that
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e
appendixes and twenty-si- x
illustrations, makes its share in the Inheritance.
Dxfords,
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on this subject of
the publication a veritable
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$3.50 and $3. co
world interest.
Kansas Cilv. Jan. i. Cattle re
ceipts 20.00(1, Including 400 south 3igh Shoes,
PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL
ertis. Market 1" cents lower. Native
An exchange ays that the exports of breudsluffi
$4.00 and $3.50
steers S4.oil1i 6. .Ml: southern steers
MOTOR BOAT RACE
from the United States give evidence of a pormanen
cows
$2.00'iii
$3.00 41 fi.ou: southern
falling off. and the prediction is now made that the O0XXXXX)O0O0O0O0OO0O00O0O0S
Let :;s fit yon.
HQ; stockers and
feeders $2. HOIS
maximum attained a few years ago will never be readied
4.60: bulls li.r.IKu 4.251 culves $3.afti
SEE
again. This opinion is based on the assumption that the
:5; western fed steers $3.75 'j
Word was reel ived in New York on Monday from
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
growing population will consume all tile increased wheat Sir William i
governor of I lie liahaiuas, western fed cows fi.bli'tH.Sb.
121 West Railroad Ave.
Sheep receipts X.OiiO. Market 10c
output, und lhat the disposition to convert corn into meat that arrangements had
completed at Nassau for
New Mexico
4.r.Uii 1..60; lamns Albuquerque
will increase, leaving little of it f..r export.
Some may the reception of the inlet national motor boat race, lower. Muttons
$4.5i"
mourn the absence of swelling tiguies of breadstuff in known as the "Flag to Flag'' Miami. Florida, to Nassau. S6.C0 (St. 7.n: range wethers
6.40; fed ewes $4.001 5. 3T.
our export tables, but the sensible observer who has at N. P.
qualnled himself Willi the fad that tile domestic con
v at the government
A meeting was held on lice.
SI. IxjiiIs Wool Market.
sumption is Inuring to the protit of the farmer by (riving house. Nassau, over which Sir William
n
Chicago. Jan. 7. Closing iUota
i
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him a market near his door will rejoice rather than presided, to arrange some ot tne details lor tne re tiono:
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mourn over the outlook.
r
ception of the big race, and the motor boat and sailing
Wheat Mav 7T.c; July 75
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Corn
regatta which will be given at Nassau on the 11th und
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The investigations of the division of foreign market
Ulh of February.
Oats--Ma3bc; July 33c.
3i
ill the agricultural department, bureau of statistics, di:
The committee in charge of the rctitla reported
Pork May $16.60; July $16.80.
closed thut the world's meat trade In 1904 uuiounted t that they had received a cablegram from the New York
Jjird May $9.42',ic; July $9.r.7,-jabout half u billion dollars in value. I Ins total w as representative of the "Flag to Flag" race, stating that
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the 1'nited Stales navy department had agreed to furproducts,
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000,000 for packing house
f
anil
nish a war vessel for the purpose of escort to the race,
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poultry, game, etc. The percentage of the meal imports and that the navy department would make u critical
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Chi uko. Jan. 7. Cuttle
study of the work of the motor boats in the 16u mile Sii.OnO. Mji-kesteady lo ten cents
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The gland jury that indicted George W. Perkins P. Solomon, and A. P. Crawford are the oilier members.
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less coat than when you bake
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St. Louis, Jan.
The gill whom the men describe an a "Jolly good tournament and it is expected that the entries from
$6.!i.
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fellow" does not always vnmn first under the matrimonial owners of the high powered boatH at Pulm lieach will
be available for the International race.
wire.
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General House

Furnishings..
We have started a general
campaign for increased business. Our business was
d
more in 1906 than in
1905, and we want it one-hamore in 1907. We have
the goods. We have the
prices. We want the business. We will be pleased to
show you through our large
stock and convince you that
our price are the lowest

SpanlHh-Amerlca-

one-thir-

lf

swim

over-weeni-

bo-fc-

tlf-eneel-
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Crockery,

Furniture,
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Draperies

Rugs,

Glassware,

w'
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T. C. NEAD,

S0L0M0NfLlNA,

Treisurer and Maairer

For the
Best Line of

in Albuquerque
See Ours
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sub-secti-

iUlclMTOQH

so breaking in

r

HARDWARE CO,
nl, gocret&ry

D. Eakln, President.
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needed
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and
Wnes, Liquors
everything
We

C
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la stock to outfit tbt
most fastidious bar complete

keep

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the
Schlitz, wm. Lemp and St. louh A. b
Green River, W. H. McBrayeca cen
! v.
arch, and other atandard brai

ex-ee- pt

mm

But sell the
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st- -'

Distilleries
Stock and i
issued to de

. .'rtnariea,
. and Inspect our
sue and Trie List,
.

Wit..

rtctble

Humphrey

aching

OVALS
HEAT with the
Whole of it
COOK with
Half of it

thafs

Simple,

Cheap,

Ikrw

Economical.
The Albuquerque
Gas, Electric Light
and Power Go.

full-pag-

tcxl-hoo-

Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

Phone Red 98
Years the Standard of Piano Construction) 1

(Eighty-fiv- e

iray-Wilso-

Conceded today to be the best in the world

la-e-

Uray-Wllso-

1

43''ic;
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1
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mm

Ho-ve-

s

nmT

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

MUSIC
WH1TSON
(Established
1882.)

CO.

Come in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In music
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay-

ment plan.
118

south second street.

Aiouquerque, New Mexico.

J. F. PALMER

Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8TOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street
Both Phones.

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT, Prop'r.

12 0 West Ratlroad Avenue

f

sg

Finest Whiskies

aw.

!

Wines, Brandies, Etc.
H
AND
CLUB ROOMS
8AM-L-
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FIRED HIS RESIGNATION CATHOLIC

LOBATO

WAS PROMPT- -

AT MORRIS

FIRST

CITIZEN.

PAGE FIVE.

was approved.
The umnunt of the
bond tinmen was ll.Sno.
Mary Massettl was appointed administratrix of the estate of p.
l.
Pond. 12.400.
o. N. Marron whs made sole executor of the estate of the late Hob-cCondon.
Court adjourned at 2 o'clock this
afternoon, after having been In session since 10 o'clock this morning.
It will resume tomorrow morning at
10 o'clock.

MIS

Burrowcs Feather
Weight Folding

Mns-sett-

SION OPENED

ASKED

LY

EVENING

rt

LAST NIGHT

TABLES
Round or Square

LOCAL

Three Enemies Advanced And Rabbi Kaplan Who Has Large Audience Gathered
No More Influence In This
Upon Him Armed With Pis
Church of the ImmacuCommunity Will Leave.
late Conception.
tols. Divulged at Hearing.

ft

Whin the preliminary hcnring of
John MorrK the express
ssenger
who shot and killed ratal,
Ixbato
on New Year's night nt 1a
June
tton, wan held In Santa Fe
turdny
afternoon before Judge Johi I.
Fie, Miss Carrie t'liithorgm
ress In the Harvey lunch roor. where
the shooting occurred, testing
that
Lobato tired the first shot, nun U of
the witnesses for the defense testified that the
brothers and
their companion were all armed when
they advanced upon the young messenger, according to the Santa Fe
New Mexican- -

Last Saturday evening, after The
Evening Citizen came out denounc
ing Habbl J. H. Kaplan for his bru
tnl, uncalled-fo- r
assault upon the
White mothers,
wives,
sisters and
daughters of the south, prominent
members of the Temple Albert con
gregatlon, over which the disgraced
rabbi presided, acted promptly, de
manding his resignation, and this
afternoon a well known Jewish mer
chant, one who Is foremost in all en
terprises looking to the future wel
fare of this city. Informed this paper
that a settlement will be made with
Dr. Kaplan and he will forthwith
leave Albuquerque.
A meeting of the board of director.11
and the congregation will be held to
morrow (Tuesday) evening, at tin
Temple, on
est Gold avenue, after
which, says our informant, the pass
ing of the rabbi will have become i
reality.
When Rabbi Kaplan viciously at
tacked the Protestant ministers about
year ago and a storm of Indigna
tion spread over the city, the directors of his congrcKntlon had him
on the carpet" then, and told him.
In emphatic words, that thev would
not tolerate another such attack on
the people.
Hence their promptness
in the present case, although more
aggravated than the attack on the
ministers, because pure, virtuous wo
men are assailed. Is to be commend
ed by every
man and
woman of every nationality or creed
In the city. This paper congratulates
our Jewish merchants and citizens on
the positive stand thev took in the
matter, and Rabbi Kaplan did right
in acquiescing in their wishes, because his usefulness in this community has now passed.
It is learned today that when the
Itarharlan was being bound for mailing, on January I, previous to Its Issue, the attention of the rabbi was
called to the article, and he was
told that It would cause serious indignation among the people. Having
so much confidence in his "greatness." the rabbi thought otherwise;
but the people were not slow to show
their indignation. It was not too late
then for the raKil to have suppressed
the offensive edition.

l he mission at the Catholic
church
imn Hnaxeneii a profound Interest, as

PAIt AGE AI'll::.
Payson Ripley, trainmaster for the
Santa Fe at San Martial, came In yesterday.
Mike Drngoie, the North llnrndway
general merchant, says he is not
dead, notwithstanding
the 'faultfinder" on the Morning Journal, who
was kind enough to write up his
death notice for this morning's Issue.
He also wishes to deny that he was
or is 55 years of age, and that he
"made a specialty of gold and sliver
filigree work."
He claims positively
that his wife is not In Iis Angeles,
ana nis remains will not be held to
await her coming before funeral ar
rangements can be announced.
He
says his heart has been working
faithfully since the "fault-finder- "
on
the Morning Journal had hiin dend
hence he must be alive.

was strikingly In evidence yesterday
morning ny the vast concourse of
young, middle aged and elderly ladies.
wno thronged the spacious auditorium
Even a larger number was In attend
ance
at the
evening
service
giving
token of the earnestness
and the generosity In comnlving with
(he soulful pleading of the missloner
The subject last evening was an at
tractive one ami lent itself readily to
a fine oratorical development.
The
scope of the address was the beauty
value and destiny of the human soul
lite idea of its beauty was unfolded
by striking comparisons drawn from
Mike Gargoui'n.
the richest ores of nature and luclous
file funeral of Mike isargotiru, who
fruits of the tropics. After discours died of heart failure Sunday morn
ing hi glowing terms on the beauty Ing. will be held at Strongs chapel
ot the body, when vitalized and ani tomorrow afternoon, at 2:3tl o'clock
by
a
mated
.Mr. Gargoura conducted a Jewelry
soul, the
human
gentleman
reverueel
went on to shop on North Thlrld street. He was
develop
the
Innate natural beau well known In Albuquerque, wher
on to develop the Innate natural beau
ne nas nveo lor tne past few years
ty of the soul. Unite the body with His wife.- who lives In Los Angeles,
its beauty of form, its bewitching will be here for the funeral.
Mr
symmetry and iierfeetton Is the no
irg'ira was a Mason
and an Odi
West object which appeals to the Fellow. He was , years old.
eye, the soul with its transcendnnt
TOO LATK TO CLASSIFY.
beauty is the noblest object of the
mind. What, therefore, the mind Is FOU
SALE New golden oak be
above matter, what the Intellect Is
loom mine, sei oilling cnalrs, gas
tbove sense what the spiritual
Is
24 E. ltallroad avenue.
stove.
ibove the material,
so the native
beauty of soul ranges above the body WANTED Two good boilei inakeii.
at once; good wages.
The value of the soul he proved from
Colburn'
Employment Agency.
the creative act of the father, who
made all the beautiful things of this WANTED Situation, by experienced
world for man, and then fashioned
electrician; can furnish best of ref
man in the nobler part of his being
erences
regarding quallliratlnus
ifter the image and likeness of (Joel
soher and Industrious.
Address
1 he soul
, this office.
of man today stands as the
masterpiece of divine handiwork in
matchless creation of beauty, and
Give us your ROUGH DRY work
iveliness. Every thought that ranged Monday, and get. It back Wednesday,
through the mind of Christ, everv imperial Laundry Co.
word that fell from his stirred lips,
LEAKAXt'E SALE OK MII.I.INEKY
every act performed In love nnd char- iy for a wicked world had for Its
IX OitDKIt TO MAKE ItOOM FOR
scope and purpose the salvation of
souls, or in the language of St. Paul SPHIXO STOCK MIIS. COVEItDALF.
GOLD AVKXI'E,
tor me. and Hence rightly for every AT 220OKI-Hi- WEST
t
ALL WINTEIt Mil.
individual soul. His profound utter- - WILL
.IX
Y
Kit AT LESS THAN WHOLE
nice, which rings true for all time,
puts beyond cavil the value of the SALE PRICES. A CHANCE TO GET
human soul, in the ringing words KARE ItARCAIXS AT VOI R OWN
NO TIUM1
What profit a man if he gain the 'RICES. POSITIVELY
GOODS ' RESERVED
AS
whole world, and lose his Immortal MEI
VERYTIIIXG MI ST GO IJY JAXU
flM MR. CRAWFORD soul." This priceless soul dowered ary i.vni.
and enriched by marvelous powers has
been entrusted to my keeping with the
in injunction to do business until
mie. or to praise, reverence nnd
. him In this world and be happy
.
him in the realms of eternal

A Santa Fe fireman testified that
he thought Morris fired at Lobato
first, but he declared Lobato had his
pistol leveled at Morris when the latter shot him. From his testimony it
is adduced that as soon as the firing
began he beat a hasty retreat Into
another room and did not see the actual shooting.
He remained In the
room until after the firing had
ceased.
All of the testimony was not heard
at the first session of the preliminary,
whiclh was continued until 2 o'clock
this afternoon, when it will be resumed.
The territory Is represented by district Attorney H. C. Onrtner, Assistant
District Attorney C. C Catron and U.
M. Read.
Attorneys
George W.
Prltchard and K. C. Abbott appear
for the accused, who Is being held on
two charges, murder
and assault
with deadly weapon.
When the district attorney wanted to take evidence
on both charges at once, counsel for
the accused objected and he elected
to take up the murder charge first.
Manager .Charles Pea per, of the
Harvey eating house, was called to
the stand, lie testified that he was
not In the lunuch room at the time
of the shooting, but was In the office
adjoining.
He said that he heard
one shot fired, which was followed
iiuickly 'by others, and a few minutes
later a man came backing out
through the office door holding a pistol in one hand and having his other
hand against the side f his face.
He stated that he hud advunced toward the lunch room door when he
he.".rd the shooting, but did not go in,
as the man who staggered backwards.
- "fHi.ut him
In the ofllce I n.
and pushed
door after
that he ther
,
of the hotf
window inlc
the defendf
tltlon with
r.
Other w
lad been
Dr. Kapic. ..
poenaed
wife of enough
and is sufficiently wen
the hotel
Lobato,
.anion
to be recognized by all whose calm
brother
nan; Joseph V. judgment
any value, as utterly
Hurras,
operator; Geo. incapable is ofdeliberately
of
and ma
.
Hath. F
Kam-itall. Fred
licioiisly insulting anyone, least of nil
iner,
Kliseo Komero,
women of the south.
He
icisco A. Garcia the noble
has made the mistake he made unci
and V
before of stating a recognized truth
Mr
u"sband In
such a manner under the intluenci
on t'
as tn
"otis indignation,
niou
Instead of
Lobato,
Hut the pur-s- o
leged to have v
manifestly
with the butt ei.
that no man
which is said to have ,
n construe hb
the shooting, is probably the prnn,
oei....
obedience to
pal witness for the prosecution.
II
into an Inten
appeared in the court room with hi moral and ii...
tional insult without a perversion of
head bandaged.
sense of right. Owing to my III- uavia M. White, u civil engineer his
was introduced and testified as to the ness. this is perhaps the only article
accuracy of a map of the Inside of that has been printed without my first
it.
In every case where 1 have
the eating house which he had pre seeing
pared at the instance of the prosecu suggested changes where misunderuon, on wnicn was located trie scene standing was sure to follow, he has
of the events as the testimony win accepted the suggestion in the most
absolute Innoeency of any unkind Intaken.
Morris sat In a chair close to hi tention, that I know as no one else
can know how far from his mind In
counsel and appeared to be followthis instance was any purpose but the
ing the testimony closely.
He selEverybody makes
dom turned his eyes from the wit most exalted.
ness being examined
ami was not mistakes, but we shall recognize after
visibly affected by the proceedings. his departure that Albuquerque bus
lost one of her most unselfish and
The court room was crowded
public-spirite- d
citizens.
Kespectfully,
E. E. CItAWFoltl)
NEW LODGE OFFICERS
V

law-ubidi-
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suo-;ape-
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Mr.

Are of neat design and handsomely finished. Suitable In
every way to be used In rooms
with the most refined furalsh-InngFar superior to the
usual tieavy, ungainly, notay
folding tables hat were heretofore the only kind made.

YiYv:Aif

Chilton, Monaili-ninailsl- ,
Congregational Church.
Of all the American lady entertain
ers, four seem to excel, of whom Mrs.
Chilton leads. Her subjects are manv
but the one that will no doubt be
given here will be "An Evening in
Dixie land." Tickets at door.
Reserved seats not heled after 8:1!.
Ciilvln

How to Cure Chilblain.
"To enjoy freedom from Chll
blains," writes John Kemp, EaRt Otls
field. Me., "I apply Bucklen'a Arnica
Salve.
Have also used it for salt
rheum with excellent results." Guarto
cure fever sores. Indolent
anteed
ulcers, piles, burns, wounds, frost
bites and skin diseases. 2.1c at all
drug stores.

Prices Range From $5.00 Up

ALBERT FABER
Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

.

Staab Building

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

o

OF THE

burning sensation Instantly and soon
effects a cure. Sold bv all druggists.

Southwestern Savings, Loan and
Building Association

For any disease of the skin there Is
nothing better than Chamberlain's
Salve.
It relieves the Itching and

R.R.

TICKETS
AND

Ouarantaao

ROSENFIEID'S,

1

Jap-a-Ia- c.

W.

by tatule:
Organized May I, IH9H.
Authorized Capital S2.500.0OO.00.

VSSKTS.

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and
408

To the Probate Clerk, ax required

8 W. R. R. Ave.

Thos. F. Keleher

First

mortgage
and
stock loans
$215,507.11
Furniture and fixtures.
611.45
Cash on hand
911.13
Real estate
2,768.18

Railroad Avonua

Opera House Roller Rink
LADIES

ADMITTED

FREE

TONIGHT

''

MAIIIMTIKS.
Clnss "A" stock

6,694.60

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

stock
"C" stock
"D" stock
"K stock
.p. stock
Hills payable . . .
Undivided profits

1219,797.87

13,90.00
2.369.22
3.379.42
1.839.2S
166,644.22
17,256.49
7.714.67
$219,797.87

I. C. K. Terry, Secretary of the
Southwestern
liulld.ng Association of LaS Vegas, New Mexico,

Savings, Loan and
do swear that the
above statement is correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
K- - PEnnY, Secretary.
,
a ,
SWO,'n t0 before n,e- U,ls 2nd day.
of January.
1907
(Notarial Seal)
KDW. J. McWENIB. Notary Public.
Correct Attest:
II. G. COOKS, President.
JAMES S. DUNCAN, Vl lrellcnt.
W. J. 1IAYDON, Recorder ami Auditor.
-
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VEQAm, NEW MEXICO,

At the Close of Business, January 1st, 1907

EXCHANGED

Attoolatlon OfTlet
Transactions
1

Of LAS

BOUGHT. SOLD

11

m

y"

Tonight Fr. O'Malley will speak on
e interesting subject, "The Shoals
of Life."

N.IE. STEVENS, General Agent,

Room 3,'.Firit National Bank B'ldg, Albuquerque,
N. M.
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INSTALL OFFICERS
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INSTALLED
UH.WU

U. A.

RY POST GRIM

it. iiai.i, s

km: or

NOTABLE GATHERING ON
SATVI !1AY NIGHT,

REAPER CLAIM 10
HUN.

PLDRO CASTILLO

HELD MAN V POS.
TIONS OK TltCST lH KING LIKE.
TIME OK I'lFTY-XINVEAItS.
K

At Odd Fellows'
hall Saturday
night, G. K. Warren post No. .1. G. A
and its two nuxluliary organizations, installed their new officers for
ine year lH7 The occasion was one
that will be long remembered by the
members of the organizations.
War
ren lost officers were Inducted into
office by Comrade Judge Ira S. Abbott, as follows:
Post commander. Joseph X. War
ner; senior vice commander. Edward
Johnson; junior vice commander, o
S. Pillsbury; chaplain. Itev. Thomas
Harwood; adjutant (appointive!, W
W. Havens; quartermaster, H.
W
Turner; otticf r of the day. II
It
Steward; officer of the guard. John
C. Murphy; post
surgeon. Mathias
Custers.
Officers of the Woman's Relief
corps installed were: President. Mrs.
Mai'tha Mulligan;
vice, Mrs.
Mary lsherwuod; junior vice. Mrs.
Isabel Wurner; chaplain, Mrs. Martha
liutler; conductor, 'Mrs. Mary lireen;
assistant conductor, Mrs. Josephine
Strain; guard. Mrs. Ella Grasham;
assistant guard. Mrs Esther Smith;
Whit-comtreasurer,
Mrs. Temperance
New officers installed by John A.
Logan circle No. 1. Ladies of the G.
A. II., were:
President, Eva Green-lay- ;
senior vice. I'earl Keogli; junior
vice. Alice Hay ward; treasurer,
Fee; secretary, Etta H. Allison
(appointive): chaplain. Lucy Heed;
conductor, Ethel llrainard; assistant
guard,
conductor. Abbie P. Jones;
guard,
Anna Chambers; assistant
Viola llrainard; delegate to convention, Caroline Coleman; alternate,
Abble I. Jones.
Re-bec-

LESS DIRT, MORE
PER TON. GENUINE
W. H. HAHN V CO.

HEAT-46.-

CAS

00

COKE.

After lingering illness Hon. Pedro
istillo. one of the best known na
tive born Spaniards of the liio Grande
valley, passed away at his home at
Hernaiillo Saturday evening at tin'
age ol ;,H years.
The funeral oc
curred thin morning at iteiualillo and
A large nuni- was largely attended.
r of Albuquerque
l.iliv.
ami
friends attended
Pedro Castillo wa s born at Helen,
Valencia county, in lstv and wax
one of three sons of Jose F lipe Cas
tillo.
His father was one of tile pio-at St.
Peers of the Valley. Kducati
Michael's college at Santa IV. the
deceased entered politics at an early
age and held manv public positions
of prominence and trust during his
lifetime. He was chairman of the
Hernaiillo county board of county
niimissloners before the county was
divided and Sandoval county was
originated on the north. After the
division of the county he was elected county commissioner of the new
county, which position he held
at
the lime of his death.
I'be deceased is survive.' bv a wife
and several children.
Hunters in from the Sundia and
Manzano range of mountains slate
'osltively that Indium from the
of Islet.i and Laguna are out
here slaughtering wild turkey and
deer, and The Evening Citizen, on the
strength of there reports, calls upon
Henry Westerfeld, deputy territorial
game warden, to begin an early In
vestigation
of these reports.
The
quail and turkey season closed on De
cember 31. and. If this paper is not
mistaken, the deer aeasou closed over
month ago. Look into these re
ports, Mr. Deputy Game Warden, and
found true make some arrests.
:

CARBON

CITY

tMaMEttkW''

OFF

FOR

MAYORS

COURT

Attorney Felix
in prouuie

ALBRIGHT

will appear in a

The town council of Gallup is in a
ors. At a recent meeting the resiur- genuine quandary. It has two may- nation of Mayor Sanjule was recon
sidered. Mr. Sanjuie may retain the
office. Alderman Jacobson, who was
selected as Mr. Sanjule's successor,
also lays claim to the office. Tto be
made a mayor and then vice verse to
lie unmade in the short space of two
weeks is the situation of Mr. Jacob-soand as the council does not
see how he can accept sucb
situation. As a result of his absence at
the meeting at which Mr. Sanjule's
resignation
was
reconsidered,
the
town has two mayors. The council-me- n
refused to take definite action
because Mr. Jacobson was not presif course, Mr. Jacobson will be
ent.
invited to take a seat among the aldermen again. How this invitation
will be accepted remains to be seen
anil then there is some question about
the legality of the change. At least
some of tlie cnuncllmen are prone to
believe there is and this is the cause
of Die quandary.
PROBATE

CLAUDE

11. lister appeared
luun tins inornliiK, as

counsel fur J. F. Skinner and A. J.
I'eurce, with a petition to revoke and
set a."ide the report of A. Coleman,
administrator of the estate of tho late
Aaron Hory.
Probate Judge Jesus
Koiuero disallowed the petition for
the reason, as tho court stated, that
t presented lit the proper
it Wiis
time. Mr. Lester promptly prayed
for an appeal to the district court.
The final report of Uregorlo Apo-ilac- a
y Candelerla, executor of the estate of Jesus Apodaca, was approved
by the court and the bondsmen ami
executor discharged.
of the appraisers of the
The
estates of tJeoiKe Ttmmls, deceased,
and the late Claude Glrard, were approved.
J. 11. Wroth was appointed guardian of Hessiu W. McCleery, and his
bond in the sum of $7, 0U0 approved..
The supplementary final report of
K. V. Chavez, executor of the estate
of Henry I. Warren, deceased, was
approved and the executor ordered to
pay over the proceeds of the estate to
the heirs.
The petition of Marcelina Gonxales,
praying to be appointed administrator
of the estate of Carlos 1. Uonaales.

...
10

Grand Concert
to be given by the ladies of
the St. John's guild at the

ELKS'

OPERA HOUSE
Friday tuning, January It

10.30 P. M.

.

.

.

Music and no chargt for instruction.

Have Your Hand

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TCN
$6.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
16.60

wrntrheeaaryTora,PrICe-

502 SOUTH

ENG-

DAV AND NIGHT SCHOOL,

of the Albuquerque Business College
Library
Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico
W. aT.
MILIKEN, President.

HANDBORJE

Souvenir
Crockery
vie

Beaven

wm

FIR8T 8TREET.

Read by Most

EaW

COURSES IN SHORTHAND, BOOKKEEPING,
TYPEWRITING
LISH AND SPANISH.

BIQ LOAD OF MILL WOOD
FOR
$2.25 AND $2.75

S.

-

1?"
ZVSn

riI ?

tweetohw0SSanau8aryK

WOOD
John

PER CENT DISCOUNT

to 12. 2.30 to 5 30 tnd 7.30

COAL

is

L

IS WELL

d

vil-ag-

Good

MISS

n,

IECE.!i:i

H.,

Harmony lodge No. 1. I. O O. V..
installed the following newly elected
.
officers last night;
Noble Grand C. T. French.
Vice Grand F. H. Moore.
Secretary J. J. Votuw.
Treasurer Emll Mann.
The first degree was conferred on
five new members, An oyster supper
given by the lodge followed the work
of the meeting.

Sessions

Alvarado

or

Cathedral, Commercial Clab
HouseholdGoods of Every Detcription

Renowned

Palmist and Clairvoyant

OAK

Mme. Le Normand

Borradaile
IV.
17

& Co,

Gold Ave.

Has Armed, Will Remain a Short Time Only
Tells the past present and fu iure. lieunll. s separated, tells how
i.j k.ii.-- .oc iove oi me one you ue sire, though miles away; how to HUO- ceed in business, speculations, marrlune, law suits;
locates mlneral.
FKK .M ' l KKATK.
HOOM
51
CEXTll.W. IIOTDI,.
i

;ill

HOLD On!
If You Want Something

The

Hold On!
Good to Eat,
.'5

(

Grocery and
Meat Market

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

Stock of Live and
Dressed Poultry

We carry the best
Lucci Olive Oil.
OrJers taken in all
parts of the city.
Prompt Delivery.

s

J. C. BALDRIDGE
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, loon beat, weara tho
longest, most economical; full measure.
EUILD1NU PAPER Always U stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement. Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MIX.

BHERjIAN-WILLIAM-

S

V

The telephone

preserves

yet

health,

prolongs your life sn4
protects your home.
IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

622.624 W. Tlloras
Big;

telephone

mskes the
duties lighter, the cares less,
and the worries fewer.

go to the

CHAMPION
4-

Convenience - Comfort - Security

Doctor McCormick

Temporary offices. 522 West Railroad avenue. Nervous
dlseaees of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure
dree
habits undertaken. The liquor dldeae abaolutely cured orofnot all
pay you
to Judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your
home
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars.
All business
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to 3 o'clock. W. V. McCORMICK
M D
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

The Matthew Dairy Co.
Start the New Year With a Greeting to

All.
Jones and
experienced men juHt from the Bell Vernon
Farms Co. Dairy, of Los Angeles, will have the business in charge This
means you will get the best dairy products on the market.
Oiks' trial
and you are our customer.
Yours for 1907.
TIIK MATTHEW OAlltV CO.
THOMPSON. JONES and McFALL. Proprietors.
Messrs.

.

ALBOQtJERQtfE
TAGS SIX.
placed with the Carnegie Steel company by the National t'lty Hank, the
latter, when It moves Into the present customs bouse for Us banking
home, will have one of the largest
vaults In the world.
This vault will be built so us to
guarantee to withstand artillery attacks. The gigantic vault, which, it
Is understood, was the Idea of Frank
A. Vanderllp. formerly assistant sec
retary of the treasury and now vice
president ot the bank, will be Install
ed In less than a year, as the nana
bins to move Into Its new quarters
about January 1. 1
According to specifications II Is to
affair of the
Of Govcrnmt Will Answer. kindtheevermostbuilt.modern
It Is to lie armor
proof, so that it would not be de
Odell Is on the
stroyed In the event of a Immhani- nient of the city either by sea or ny
War Path.
land. The building itself may be
shattered by the most powerful shells
yet known, and yet the valut would
not be destroyed.
in
Some :(M tons of armor proof steel
will be used In the construction, and
the vault will be built two stories
week high.
dividends
There will be room enough to
store the $22ri.ono,nfiO worth of securities usually in the bank's custody
the vault will be used exclusiveMayor McClellan Seems to Be and
ly for the business or the Institution.
The cost will be In the neighborhood
Losing Out In Fight

NEW YORK IS

vasi

PUN

:.

amountTpaid

MONDAV.

CITIZEN.
10 FOR MEXICO

SOCIETY WOMAN SEIZED AS A

ASJHE

STREET WALKING PICKPOCKET

TRYING HOW
DIVIED

EVENING

HI.M
EN

IJK Mil l; CAM'.

F MISTAK-

Special
New

'oi l espondelice.
York. Jan. T of all the

WILL

GET WARM

OASIS

WELCOME

Southern Republic Will Succumb
to Fez and Crimson

t

pe-

RETAIN'

IW.

1

I.

SMITH
now t. i:oosi:vi:i.t dimovi.u-i:- i
smith. Tiir. m:v COMMISSIONER OF ORIORTIONH
A POO 1
YOl NG LAWYHIt IV
1

i,i:;islatii!i: who wovm
not iir.roMi: oinm.l itm

Cap.

culiar experiences of the Christmas
holiday season, that undeigoiie by
Mrs. Jeanne Trautniaii. a well known
society woman, and wife of I r. Alex
Traulnian. a wealthy physician of 39
Lexington avenue. Is most amazing.
While walking on Firth avenue on
Christmas eve. among a throng of
hustling holiday shoppers, she was
suddenly seized by a man whom she
claimed to be a total stranger, then,
accused of a crime of which she asserted her Innocence, she was hustled
off to a tenderloin Jail by a policeman, and was there compelled to
spend several hours in the society of
thugs ami low drunkards until friends
finally came to her rescue and fur- ished bail for her appearance before
magistrate.
The charge of petty larceny was
pr feired against Mrs. Trautman by
ot
eter J. Hogan, a stenographer,
Ilogan claim- 20 Fast 20th street.
ed that on the previous Saturday
evening lie met a woman In Fifth ave- 'She tried to Induce me to buy
line.
h el'
drink." said Hogan. "but I
then threw her arms
fused.
about my neck and told me 1 was
about the nicest man she had ever
en. and then she kissed me. I left
her soon after this, but the next
morning
found my roll of $13

T.

liOBBY COULD

Great Caravans of Shrlners
Will Go There January 22.

IM1K
Nl:W
IDENTITY
STItll'.TS IN MIU II WOMAN OF
WAS .!K.Kkl:l
1114.11
POSITION
TO .t XII. AM) I.OCKF.O IP WITH
.
TliriiS M Till-- II. INT.

JANt'AKV

it

ii.i;oi.

City of Mexico, Jan. 7. I'nprece- ilented cold in the Culled States, Special

( 'oi respond en ce.
oupled with the universal desire to
Washington. I). C. Jan. 2. Most
further fact that careers can be traced
to accidents,
the Shrlners always travel In large and the career of Herbert
Knox
caravans Is causing
hundreds
of Smith Is no exception.
It was to
Nobles of the mystic order to make
accident of pill Jones' untime
application and prepare to Join In the the
ly taking off that Herbert owes his.
pilgrimage to this city next month.
Smith Is the man who Is to suc
The latest advices from the Im ceed
Garfield as commissioner of cor
to
perial
effect
are
the
Potentate
that
porations.
He has been Garfield's
of $31)0,000.
expects
confidently
to
have
with
he
With Tammany.
understudy for three years and has
to
hundred
four
him
three
from
I'.cniurkiihlc Knee of Ships.
bis part in making things in- hundred when he arrives here on done
ocean race ended a
A remarkable
terwtlng
for Standard till.
7.
many
19.
190
January
are
There
Special ( Nil respondence.
few davs ago when two heavily laden
aforesaid
The
Jones was president
yet
to
be
nnd
heard from
hilners
New York. Jan. 7. For the first freighters churned their way through
ward
the
club
at Hartford. Conn.,
of
may
local
find
them when he died. Smith
the
members
veneration New Yolk state the Narrows and docked after a
time in
In the
entertaining
selves
live bundled of the ward, but was actively lived
is indulging In the novelty of a bi
mile trip from Calcutta.
engaged
In
nobility
111
of the mil thland.
every sense
partisan government
The steamers, laden with spices,
They will come over the National practicing law and reading books by
of ihe word.
left Calcutta two days apart late
had
bale.
lines from Iuredo and are scheduled theGov.
Since New Years day tlie governor in October and nosed their way Into
Roberts wanted Smith to be
to arrive ill Mexico City on Saturday come president
iiii.l the legislature have lieen repub port neck and neck, one of the ves
of 1,111 Jones place.
January 19. They will Smith knew nothing
afternoon.
licaii, while every other eleetlve state sels was the Swnzi. a liuusn iiamp
about politics.
bring with them their oriental robes,
was the
official is a democrat. It is a situa- steamer, and the other
costumes, fezes, etc.. besides a car of but Huberts made him get busy on
tion which puts each iarty on its Marienfels, a German freighter. Kach
paraphernalia to be used In the ceremettle and gives promise for many vessel reported severe hurricanes on
monials here.
and many a bitter tilt during the next the trip, especially in the i;ay oi
The new dancing academy hall on
tw years.
Fourth I ndependencia has been senaturally realize
The republicans
From the time the Svvazi cleared
cured for Monday and Tuesday eventhai only the most circumspect and from Calcutta on October 23. leaving
ings. January 21 and 22, and local
policies can the Marienfels in port, neither vessel
efficient governmental
out
mills are now busy grinding
protect them from further encroach- caught sight of the other until the
1
gone.
"Mucking machines.' hot sands made
at the day before they came Into New 1 oik
.!.,.
ments from the democrat
saw
Hogan
eve
When on Christmas
of pure lava, hoisting and dumping
next state eleetrlon. The democrats, harbor. As wagers had been made
holiday
crowd
apparatus with slides of slivered lim
on the other hand, are keenly alive between the respective crews. In Cal- Mrs. Trautman in the
avenue. he lmmemnieiy
on urtn
ner, and such other
as
to the fact that as active and ener- cutta, as to which would reach
was
may be necessary for a complete per
getic espousers of popular measures
first, the close finish furnished seized her. and alleged that she
the person be had met the previous
formance when the rest gets here.
they will have an excellent chance In plenty of excitement.
Saturday night.
All committees are busy with pre
1908 to secure additional power.
Mrs. Trautman. who claimed she
paration nnd anticipation and when
Governor Hughes himself Is a
Training for Policemen.
id not been away from her home
Joined by half a thousand of the best
broad and Independent man. another
To carry out an idea of Police
"Mrs. Trautman comes from a well men in America they feel that they
oer nom him If I get my hands on him.
fact that does not Rive great satis- Commissioner P.Ingham for a training on Saturday nigni. except wan Hofamily,"
known
southern
Edward
said
unless he Is Insane." said the doctor.
her belief that
will be fully equipped and competent
faction to some of the republican ma- establishment for the horses and the husband, asserted crazy
or badly con- Guests of the Trautman?. who were F. Scholleld, one of the guests, "and to Introduce the Shrine to Mexico and
chine politicians. Lieutenant-Governmounted men of the police force the gan was either
happened
celeif
Wash
of
had
south
a Christmas
this
Mexico to the Shrine with due pomp
("hauler, his understudy. Is a dem- city has closed a contract for a pioi fused. Her husband and her society being entertained at country
nt
home at ington, the man would not have lived and ceremony and give the seventy- their
free to assert that In bration
ocrat, and so are the new men In the of twenty-tw- o
acres adjoining Kls- - friends wereproves
appear
against
to
her."
to be entirely sane. Great Neck. Long Island, threatened
five or more candidates a run for
offices of the secretary of state, state H II till rk. in Flushing, where the case Ilogan
The hearing of the case against their money.
they will heap vengeance upon his to attend the trial Thursday In a
controller, attorney general, state new establishment Is to be located
Thursday
place
dog
Mrs.
Trautman took
body and chastise Hogan with
Iting- - hea d.
Applications are coming in dally
treasurer, and state engineer. The
There, according to Gen.
morning.
This town won't be big enough to whips.
for membership from all over the re
incoming; of these democrats, after bii iii's nliiiis. the horses and men or.
public, and all the local Masonic
absolute control of the state govern-rne- the force are to be trained to the
bodies are working overtime making
for twelve years had been in minute. The site selected Is to cost
ellgibles. Masonry Is experiencing
republican hands, turned loose an the city $10ii,00,
and when the
army of republican officeholders In ground is formally turned over to
HKIiP.EKT KNOX SMITH.
veritable boom in Mexico and the
coming of the Shrine bids fair to
Albany.
the police department there will be
unite them all, by Its bond of broth the plea of good citizenship, and he
built an exercising track for the
e
Odell Is III the King.
erhood. in an enthusiastic legion of was elected.
horses.
To add to' the gaiety of political
searchers after truth.
There also Is to be Jald out nn
From that the descent was rapid.
affairs. Benjamin H. Odell. late gov- athletic field for the members of the
Arrangements for the SHrlner ex- - Not content
with the chairmanship
ernor and chairman of the republi- force. There are novr 2S0 horses In
preparabeing
elusion are
made and
ward, Smith aspired to the
of
the
A.
MARY
MISS
can state committee until he was de- use In ltrooklyn and Manhattan. One
OF
AltFF.lt
Hons for their entertainment while in head of the town committee.
He got
posed last fall, haa taken up his resi- of the things to be taught at the
Mexico City have also been started. F. it.
WOMN IN
MUST
tSTTItltS.
two years and deserved
He
passenger
dence In New York and has begun training grounds will be how to ap
gen
K. Young, assistant
Tal
ELECTEH
ELECTIVE OFFICE
to the state legislature.
a campaign to regain control of the proach and stop runaways. Here new
agent of the Nationat lines, has been scended
Among these depraved wretches he
HF.lt FATHER TO START WITH.
exarrangements
parly organization of New York coun-e- members of the mounted squad will
working on
for the
with the
served a whole sessi.ili.-.and- .
Governor Odell Is a fighter and be taught to do stunts on horse
curslon d .'.Hng his recent visit in San rest, rubbed elbows with the agents
one of the best political organizers hack.
j
An.onio. The excursion will start of bribery and corruptP"- ne of
Indianapolis, Ind.. Jan. 7. Charm
the state has seen. Therefore his
from St. Louis January 16, with the them wanted to reta.u
" countwenty-fiv- e
hlt
years
ing
Mary
Stubbs.
A.
action at this time has created great
Imperial Potentate,
I'. Clayton, and sel" which, as n lawyer. wits propPresident's Tanned Skins.
interest.
about 150 Shrlners aboard. A number er. Put Smith refused to ,,e retain
Lovers of tine animal skins would of age, is now chief of the slate bu- Congressman Herbert Parsons, who have
supreme
council ed.
of members of the
been interested in the collection
statistics, appointed by Gov
defeated the odell forces at the pri recently mounted at the workshop of eau of
are expected to come. In addition to
ofThen there was the usui'1 railroad
to
ernor
Haul)'
elective
first
the
won
September
the
and
last
maries
those who start from St. Louis many fight.
a Seventh avenue taxidermist.
The New York. New Haven
In
by
woman
a
fice
ever
Indiana.
chairmanship of the county commit
held
Shrlners will Join the excursion In the & Hartford
They were all native animals, some
railway wanted a "little
tee, is the personal representative of half a dozen
particularly Texas, bill."
southern states.
Although she hud r.or Tieen elected to
in number, and repre
bill
This
would do away with
his
made
and
Roosevelt
President
so that the number is expected to be competition
building.
the fruits of a hunting ex it, she might as well have been, for
railway
in
tight with the open backing of the sented
it least double the number starting Smith led the scrap again" It. ine
pedition of President Roosevelt In to her was due the first election of
open
with
the
white house and also
from St. Louis by the time It reaches bill did not pass.
He had sent her father to the office.
Kocky mountains.
In last Nobacking of Governor Higgins at Al the
this city.
them on here to be mounted for use vember, tm the day upon which he
It was a great myslet.'' to the railbany.
I'.enson Quick, city passenger agent way lobbyists.
in the white house.
was
a
Here was a poor
cold
contracted
he
man,
Is
a
resourceful
As Parsons
f the .Missouri Pacific at St. Joseph. young
his Injunctions to the taxi which put him in the grave a week
one
of
vvi.
man
refused to be "re'
Washingsupport
or
of
Ke
and still has the
the tained" and who did up their bill.
Mo., will probably
dermlst was to mount the heads tlat ago. That is how the office became
ton, there Is a chance for a battle as
train, which wKi be run through in They did not know that Smith had
he had too many
he declared
royal between Parsons and odell for stumbling blocks" in the way of Vacant.
in Mexico City
good time, arriving
been left a little fortune by his maidto
woman
appointment
a
of
The
will
county
organization
which
incident en
the
ceremonies
19.
The
January
already.
heads
aunt, and was not really poor at
this $2.0oo office, to fill out the unex
In
cany with it the balance of power mounted
to the establishment of a temple
all.
Smith was very
unique
term,
pired
one
is
of
the
an
in the next state convention and
this city will take place January 2t about that. He Just smiled, kept a
Losing.
.Mayor MiCh-Uadone,
Hanly
and
things
has
Governor
important position in the national
and arrangements w make the affair good conscience, and passed up their
Instead of making any progress In It had no precedend. Put carefully
convention in 190S.
as brilliant as possible are under way. money.
bis campaign to depose Charles F. looking up the matter, the governor
Murphy from the leadership of Tarn could find nothing forming a
spread. and it
Hut Ijie scandal
liiiuiciisc Dividend Paid.
manv hull. Mayor McClellan seems to tutioual bar to appointing
soon became known to a number of
woman.
This Is a bury season in Wall street grow weaker us the fight goes on.
BOOMING
people that Smith would not take a
SILVER CITY IS
and gladly availed himself of the
as the banks, trust companies, and
A vear ago, when McClellan Ignor
Hadley,
President
bribe. Through
to let the daughter. already
corporations are hard at work dis- ed Murphy In making his slate of of chance
of New York, It came to the ears of
In the bureau, move up into
tributing the regular January 1st in- fleers and appointed some men who firstclerk
FLEMING
SAYS COL. J. W.
toosevelt.
place.
terest and dividends on bonds and were bitterly antagonistic
to the
And that is why. In the summer
He called Miss Stubbs to his office.
slocks. It is conservatively estimated Tammanv leader, an Intense Internal The
were
corporations
of 1903. while
governor asked her how she
open
McClellan
that during the last four days
was
started.
warfare
her father, and
Col. J. W. Fleming of Silver City busy with congressmen arranging to
of this money has been so Iv declared that he would use the en would like to succeed
N. M., is in El Paso for a few days on nil the new office with "a good man"
before she could overcome her surdistributed.
tire patronage of his office to depose
Col. that Smith received a letter from
he handed her the commission
business, says the F.I Paso News.
The records in Wall street with Murphy and for a time things look prise,
The newg was re
Fleming was mayor of Sllve;- - City for Oyster Pay asking him to call. He
some minor companies missing show ed s.iuallv for the latter. The tactics for the office.satisfaction
by all atate
ceived with
nineteen years and Is one of the most never had met Theodore Iloosevelt,
interest disbursements of ifiS
of McClellan soon brought Influential officials, with whom Miss Stubbs Is
believers in the future of the but Koosevelt simply found him.
ardent
p.tnles. and the government
to
leaders
Tammany men and district
that
You know the rest, except
Miss Stubbs entered Upon
town. "We are prosperous at Silver
interest which also must be handled, Musphy's support, so that, as the aherfavorite.
Miss Stubbs" popularity, however City," said the colonel. "Our mines Smith Is unmarried, and rancy tree;
duties Immediately and will con- and smlllna: courtesv to nartv work- amounting to $lfr.ti26.317. This list months went on, McClellan's strength
era who had business there, unex- - Is backed up with a great deal of are doing well and promise to do bet- that he Is 37; that lie smokes a- pipe;
tinue to Berve until Jan. 1. 1909.
includes 312 railroads, 202 public ser- shrank more and more.
part
is said that Miss Stubbs had a pectedly made her father u posslbil- - ability, and she is a graduate of Karl- - ter, and the cattle Interests of the that he plays tennis (earningIt
vice corporations, and 45 industrial
the
that
There is no auestlon but
personal acquaintance among itv for the nomination. He went In-- ! ham college and a business college surrounding country were never in of ids salary, as it Is alleged, by beand miscellaneous companies. The election in November of many demo greater
ing pulped on the tennis court back
politicians of the state than any to the convention with unexpected She is making good in the position better shape than they are now.
dividend disbursements recorded on cratlc state officials favorable to the
in Indiana.
Two years ago strength, so effective had been the indirectly won for herself by her
"The Grand Central mine, a silver of the white house at the will of the
254 companies show a total of $71.- - Murphy strengthened the hand of the woman
she got down on the floor of the state artless girl's Ingenuous electioneering happv personality und conversational lead proposition at Chloride Flats, a chief executive); that he is genial but
345.973. This is on 96 industrial and Tammany leuder. In the reorganiza
talents.
convention and worked for in his behalf.
mile and a half from Silver City, is not dissipated; that he wears a
miscellaneous companies, 47 public tion of Tamaiiy halt for 190., which republican
mustach; that he knows a
father, who was a popular travela bonanza. Two cars of ore sent to
service corporations, 43 railroads and has just been effected. Murphy dem- her
yielded Joke, and does not mind.
ing man. Support was pretty evenly
F.l Paso from this property
70 banks and trust companies.
certainty
his
of
onstrated the absolute
NOTICK OF MKI.TING.
him on the
Sail ounces of silver per ton. and the
The largest amount disbursed in coutrol
district divided for and against
Out. of tljrty-st- x
DOES NOT OBJECT
s per cent. Pretty
NOTK i: I'OH 11 BLICATIOV.
Stubbs rounded up
lead run averaged
The annual meeting of the stock- dividends this month by, any one cor leaders in the executive committee first ballot. Miss
good, eh?
poratlon was by the American Tele onlv two voted gainst him, and he the Wabash county delegation and holders of the Bank of Commerce1
of the interior. Land Of- "And we have copper there, too. Department
phone and Telegraph company, which was able without delay to unseat solicited their Votes.
MEAT
on
TO
GOAT
banking;
house,
Fe. New Mexico.
Santa
tlce
at
be
at
will
held
its,
daugh
tne
in
a
company
operating
"Well,
has
if Joe Stubbs
The Tyron
distributed $3,173,238. The next larg three McClellan men.
26. 19S.
December
t'.ie
1907,
west
for
vote
you
7th.
will
are,
we
miles
January
pretty
Monday.
i
mountains,
as
Hon.
ter as
fourteen
est amount was $2.W67.!i'J0, paid by
given
hereby
is
that Pablo
Notice
U
deleopened
ensuing
City,
for hiin." said the leader of the
has Just
of Silver
election of directors for the
.
the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
M., has ftleJ
More llapld Transit.
itt T SFAATOU O'NFII.L OF AUI-.O,,f r, ner cm Conner that has Gallegos of r.elen,
Ijist fall be was renomi- year,
gation.
any
of
The largest Interest payrailroad.
transaction
contractor
the
and for
to make final
John I!. McDonald, the
DOF.S KICK ON TUF.
been nroven for 200 feet In width notice of his intention
ment by any one corporation was who built the present subway, is out nated without Isopposition.
ot his
length or depth. five year proof in support
She other business that may properlyS.
a stenographer.
no
Miss Stubbs
ils
with
idea
of
ASkK.II.
$3,305,244, paid out by the Great with a new rapid transit plan. He
lillt'i:
W.
Entry No.
republi- - come before the meeting.
It is the biir cooper strike of the ter claim, viz: Homestead
Northern, while the Canadian Pacific has laid before the rapid transit had a clerkship in the stalecordiality
21, 1901. for the
Strickler, Cashier.
u headquarters
and her
itorv. and I believe will put Sliver 6621. made October
When the legislature convenes.
paid out nearly us much, the amount board a proposition for a new sub
and Je- - NW'i, Section 2. Township 4 N.
" said Senator Kugene Prady o .Neill itv in a class with P.isbee
being $3.3011.375.
The railed States way which he believes will solve the
I
Uauge 3 W, an that said proof will
ome as a copper piouu--ri- .
"1 propose to Introduce a bill making
Sieel corporation paid out $1.530. 37
be made before Jesus Luna. Probate
problem of handling the traffic bei il-- ..ii he southwest we are nan
felony."
a
goat
meat
selling
of
the
and the Consolidated Gas company of tween llrooklyu and Manhattan
Mr.
We Clerk, at Los Lunas. N. M., on FebruThis remark was made to a group dicapped by a scarcity orperlaooi.
New York paid out $ 1.4411.775,
McDonald is ready to bid for the con
day for ary 7, 1907.
offering $3 and $4
in front
congregated
men
iof
Phoenix
proposes.
names the fallowing witnesses
struction of the tunnel he
'of the court house, out from the shad-lo- miners with no takeis. We will.......payif to He
Hill Posters Triumph.
prove his continuous residence upThe new subway, as planned, would
of
frost
the
building,
where
of
the
New Yolk's greatest art gallery is be eight miles long, connecting
the
on, and cultivation of. the land, viz:
the morning was still to be fell, says they will only come In and go to
to remain undisturbed. The supreme lower part of Manhattan with the
Uuperto Jaramillo, of Helen, N, M.;
vv ork."
While Catarrh in its first stages
Phoenix
the
Gazette.
court has decided that the advertising most crowded residential section of
Simon Serna, of Los Chavez, N. M.;
neilall,' nllToll,.. .
it il,ul tint
diswere
present
gentlemen
The
digits in the subway must remain.
It
on the land sections
M.;
ltrooklyn.
in e hi ii n.iis Pablo Pallejos, of Los Lunas,ot N.Helen,
Threats to tear down pleasing de- would be a tunnel, but the line to stop there if the trouble In allowed to run on. The contracting of a cussing the alleged practice of some in i..s i ruF.n
PAZU OINTMKNT Is guaranteed Jesus Jaramillo y
scriptions of the merits of sawmill I'.rooklyu would croba the liver by cold is generally the commencement of the unpleasant symptoms of butchers in Arizona of selling goat..
:
:
n
i. . CttlB,
are pur- to cure any case or itcning, mum N. M.
itinriia- nrontiinir
breakfast food or the Gentlemen's the new Manhattan bridge and the UUglllg
fjw'Jj'j- - v
1U IOC
UOlbCS
UUK ui,ntwi
rl c oaijt meat for mutton. The goats
MANTEL R. OTERO.
head and sold ni.nxlliiir or Protuduig Piles in 6 to
Home Journal are without avail line from ltrooklyn would use the Into the throat, hawkinz and spitting, etc. The inner tktn or mucous (chased for about $
Register.
money refunded. 60c.
or
days
rancy
14
prices,
it
as
sheep
nl
meal
maian
unneaituy
Ever since the subway was built and Williamsburg bridge.
secretes
membrane of the body becomes inflamed and
said.
and
leased to the company controlled by
a
serious
It is estimated that it would cost
which is alsorlcd into the blood, and Catarrh becomes
Mr. O'Neill stated that he had no
August Lelmont the city has made $10,000,000 to carry out the plan, but ler
It you have tried other tailors ana
iSvery day the blood becomes more heavily loaded oblection
to the sale of goat meat as
one attempt after another to compel Mr. McDonald Is entirely coniident iangerous blood disease.
passes
constantly
blood
poisoned
as
the
and
secretions,
myself
poisonous
are not satisfied why aot try us.
gvat meat. "I like a little goat
the lessee to remove the variegated that it will solve the problem of the with these
through the lungs they become diseased, and often Catarrh terminates in occasionally, but when I call for mut
Hosiers and other display signs from congestion of the bridges.
We know we can, please you, ones
no
real
do
treatment
such
and
Sprays, washes, inhalations
Consumption.
ton I don't want goat." said Senator
the handsomely tiled stations.
F.DW'AllD ST A ATS H'THF.It.
real
where
blood,
the
care
poison-ladeyou gvt a suit of us yon are sure to
good, betaube they do not reach the
O'Neill." and furthermore I don't
Action after action has been
trmihl lies The onlv way to cure Catarrh i., i.,iv :. r.nev mice for goat meat
brought, but all have failed in the sill. WILL MAkF. A
come again, as our work Is all strictly
S.
S.
anil build UO the blood. S.
nurifv
either as such or under tile masquei
...a
that the city, having leased the road
t
or
j
woui.it
Torn
thf.
tirt ciaas.
courts, which now have held Anally
has been proven the remedy best suited for a,i,. f mutton.
Mia. i'.lla Spencer, mother of As
or reservation
Senator O Neill Weill Oil l"
without restriction
Cleaning, pressing aaj repalrlof.
thU nurnose. It Koes down to tue vcrj
I
Spencer,
Attorney
of
District
sistant
cannot prevent the operating coin Chaves County, left her home at Itos- of the trouble and temoves every that there are few sheepyousiaugnieieu
bottom
you
neatly
doue on short notice.
think
Verv often when
oanv from subletting the advertising
trace of impurity from the circulation, here.
well recently lor c nicago. wneie sue
get it. he said
niivlleges.
you want something right Eire i
and, as this healthy buv mutton vou don'tagreed
If
.stream
life
this
Spencer,
daughter,
Miss
wil
VEGETABLE
PURELY
freshens
visit
her
such
that
Some of bis auditors
TbiM mivilege of Placing signs in
blood iroes to every ikhW and comer of the
who is world's secretary of the Young
a trial.
:is the case and expressed a hope
the stations and cam of the subway Woman's
memToThe
made.
tnmed
iation.
by
Christian
assoi
lasting
passed
cute
that such a law would be
system Is said to be worth $50,000 gether they will make a lour of the system, Catarrh is driven out and a
entire
the
and
cleared
is
head
branes and tissues heal, the secretions cease, the
lh legislature.
p.-- r
year, from the mere leasing of
m the I wenly-fou- i
They will go first to San system renovated and put in good condition by the use of .S. S. t.
world.
privilege to au advertising
t,h
F. TOMEI & BRO.
Francisco then to Japan. China, India' tVir f ree book which contains valuable information about Catarrh and as
Our not' till 1KY w ork don's have
Imperial
Luun
over,
und Australia, and return by way of forany spociul medical advice you desire, without charge.
to be
119 Railroad
France, Knylaiid. and other points of
Itlgge-s- t
Vault in World.
CO., ATLANTA, CA. dry Co.
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one of then,
of the canvass.
Judge Mann stated In his opinio,,
that he agreed with counsel for the
contestee that a service made by a
private individual unless the sheriff
be in some way disqualified Is a nullity and gives the court In a case of
this nature no jurisdiction of the person of the contestee. He cites a sim- 'ict ion in the case of Oon.ales vs.
'"i which the territorial
i

an iiiteiiih.
own interests a..
which they are cng..
therefore fully able to lo.,.
themselves In their dealings w
their employers: now, therefore, be it
'Unsolved. Thai we. the members
of Division
of the Order of Hallway Conductors, comlinin any legislative proposal for the restriction of
the number of hours during which
railway trainmen shall be pirmlttc
io uispose oi ineir lanor. unit that we
especially protest against the passage
of the bill known as S. "133. Intro
duced by Senator l.a Folh-ttor any
similar measure."
1

i

tisami"

run ii:i;i.v
'OK STOI.KX
I

You

fifty yptrj

bum-Jiiin-

l

lVllow. who was recently appointed the new manager of the
Is expelled here in about ten
days.
He is .now turning over his
duties at the Ml I'aso hotel to bis successor. C. W. Summers, of Chicago,
who arrive. I In that city last Saturday.
Mr. .Summers has been in the
service a number of years anil is sent
lo Kl I'aso to take charge of the Harvey house, which Is an important one
in the system.
He I, ft the position
of assistant supei
in the din- tug car department.
iili heudiuar-I'-i- k
IS. K.

inti-nde-

a,

ill CIiIi mijo.

"

I

All employes of the car department
of the Kl I'aso and Southwestern system were granted a, raise c( 3a.lo.ry un
tif tlie year. Shim of lie ,u-llie
Were given a large tnrraki tn salary
while oi hers wire raisM less. The
avurages about lo p,v cent and
affects over I!'"! employes (,f hv ma, I.
fli-s-

I

n

The conductors on the Oklahoma
division have received notice from
the
that hereafter they
and lln-ilbruki nun would be fur- "

)?

to

prwa '

San Francisco,

IP w

llr.-ka-

kept in a bureau,

jams
reward of
'BK"ent
He
"ueJ
!;00"1 was given $5,000.
Here are samples of some of the
stories:
Hack In the '40s. the
had
many followers, and a Mlllerllies
day of judgment hail been set. In one family,
the husband was a believer and the
wife a skeptic, due night about midnight, when a thaw had followed
a heavy snowfall, they were awakened by a rumbling, crunching sound.
Out of bed the husband sprang,
shouting: The world Is coming to an
I

re-!2-

,

Jan. 7. Rescued "was that I was dying not an ordl-froa living death In San Quentln
death, but a slow, painful end
penitentiary, to which he had been ,h,,t m'Bht ,akl' 50 ' ' s. I
' ri1
,h, minutes, each one an hour,
sentenced for 50 years fc ,.,.
,
Hm, ,.v,.,.yblIy
(.ui.s(i,
which he was Innocent, James Dow-- j became a terrified, crying creature,
dull is today a free man, although no longer a man.
he can scarcely realize it.
"My brain became fevered and I
So terrible was his experience that ' finally began to doubt my own rea-foa time he actually became a mad son. I believed at times I was gu'i-mnHis hair turned gray
he ty and tried to end my torture by
pracd for death, cursing (;,i and
for Iu,t dashing out my brains against the
sending it.
wall.
Dowdall was arrested by detectives
"Then, one day a man came to
day while on his v iy home from grating In the corridor
work and charged with the robbery
"Hello, he said, 'are vou Dow-o- f
Coroner T. W. H. Leland. He was dull ?
positively Identified In court by Dr.
"I was surprised.
't guess so, I
Leland as one of two men w ho had said. '1 was once. Now I'm Number
held him up at the point of revolvers 2 1. X5:t. '
j
and robbed hm.
You re not.
he said. 'You're
The verdict of guilty was hurriedly James Dowdall and you will be free
returned, the sentence of 50 years! In a week. A man named Slemsen
pronounced, and Dowdall was plac has confessed to your crime.'
ed In stripes and taken to San Quen"I stood there In wonder. I did
tln.
not yell. I did not sing. I did not
At the end of two weeks John laugh.
I was
not overjoyed. My
Slemsen and I.ouls Dahner. the
e
mind refused to grasp the thought.
thugs, were arrested. They con- It was too big a thing and too unfessed to the crime for which Dow- expected."
dall had been convicted, turning over
"What do I Intend to do? I am
the loot. Kverythlng became as plain going back to my mother.
She Is
as day. Dowdall was proven wholly the only friend
have. We vylll
Innocent and Instantly released.
leave San Francisco forever. We will
"My only realization as I heard the go where we can be alone to live
door click behind me." said Dowdall, simply the sweet, beautiful future."
ni

'ry

10-fo-

There were some great hunters in
the early days of Illinois, and some
of them could spin yarns, one told
of pursuing a wolf that ran very
slowly, and was easily overtaken and
killed. When the wolf was disserted.
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WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVEREU WITH
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF
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Carriages. Bu cr erica.

rlIJWyn-.

Roundabouts, Etc,
Harness & Saddles,
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J. KORBER

tin-on-

the
chain having been missed
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the previous day.
Department of the laterlor. United
States Land Office.
In the early days of Illinois, when
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 19, J906.
county seats were far between. JusNotice Is hereby given that the fol
tice Wm. Orendorf was asked to mar- lowing-nameclaimant has filed no
ry a couple who hadn't a marriage
tice
Intention to make final
license. The nearest license store was proofofjnhissupport
of his claim under
200 miles away, and besides the man
16 and 17 of the
act of
hadn't any money, so the Justice Just sections
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., S54). as
married them and tacked up a notice amended by
the act of February 21,
telling about It. The couple later
en stats., 470), and that said
is3
became wealthy and prominent.
proof will be made before the probate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M., on
Dangers of a Cold and How to Avoid January 26, 1907, viz: Mariana Chav
Tlteiu.
ez de Otero, for the Small Holding
More fatalities have their origin In Claim No. 2547, situate In Sec. 36, T.
or result from a cold than from any 7 N, XI. 2 B.
other cause. This fact alone should
He names the following witnesses
make people more careful as there Is to prove his actual continuous
adno danger whatever froip a cold when verse possession of said tract for
It Is properly treated in the beginning. twenty years next preceding the surFor many years Chamberlain's Cough vey of the township, viz:
Itemedy has been recognized as the
Francisco Aragon y Baca, of Los
most prompt and effectual medicine Lunas, N. M.; Anlceto Aragon,
In use for this disease.
It acts on na,
Orona, Quirino Saniore, of
ture's plan, loosens the cough, reN. M".
lieves the lungs, opens the secretions
Any person who desires to protest
and aids nature In restoring the sys- against the allowance of said proof,
tem to a healthy condition. Sold by or who knows of any substantial reaall druggists.
son under the laws and regulations
of the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
NURSERY PRODUCTS
givea an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to cross
AND
FRUIT
SHADE
TREES, ) examine the witnesses of said clnim- SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS not. and to offer evidence In rpliiiiml
BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW. of that submitted bv claimant
N. W. ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER
MANUEI, It. OTERO.
x
STREET.
Register.
A Jamaica
SMaks Highly of! Small Holding Claim Xo. 2347.
Clinmlierlain'M Coityh Ccnicdy.
Mrs. Michael Hart, w ife of the su- perlhtndent of Cart Service at Kings-- !
!
aim tii ou id aiiow
ton, Jamaica, West Indies Island.
MlMIIll til
IMARVELWhirlingSpray
says that she has for some years used
MffliiMl
Chamberlain's Cough Hemcdy fori
t(t't II ! r)icr.coughs, croup and whooping cough
l"'t. It llrunand has found It very beneficial. She Alt TOnrilni-xvisf
has implicit confidence In It and would If li tnnix't ui.iv
lite v. rw w
T '
t t.
V
K W I .
tto
not be without a bottle of it in her OtlHT.
Iillt lbMii
llt!in fi.r
k
li fitrpf
illiittrit.'i
2. I
home. Sold by all druggists.
1
.,
'i.r.--
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and may the Lord have mercy
ou sinners!"
'op, you simpleton," said the wife,
it's just the snow sliding off the

'203 WEST
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VISIT OUR
NEW STORE
212 NORTH SECOND STREET

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets
Cl

CO.,

ALBUQUmmQUK, Mmw MCXCO
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THIRD STREET

KILL the COUCH
and CURE thi LUNGS

Dr. King's
Jew Discovory
w:rH

gas-pip-

birr''

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

j
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forC

OUGHSand
OLDS

Meat Market
All Klnda of Freah and

Salt

Ma

Steam Sauaago Factory,
1MIL KLEINWORT.
Maaonio Building, North Third StrMC

Priet
60c Ml. 00
Frt Trial.

W. E.

MAUGER

WOOL

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

with RaaDo ft Manger.
Offlca, 115 North First
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

St

M.

wilUams' Indian Plla
cure Hlind,
ana Itching
TOTI X ORADI
l'ili'tt.
absorlih the tumors.
Hlluys the
acts
iinio.
as a Ttoullire. irivi-- liiKtnni m. Dealers In Orocerlea, Provisions,
lief. l)r. Wllliuuis'lniliunl'ili-Oint- .
11
urain ana Fuel.
m tutrnt lnpreparr.1 for Piles and Itch.
lAn of ImrvYrrjwl Wine, blqiail
Inn of thn private parts. Erery bolt Is , Flna rTZT
ririlirtriwtja
hw tni.1l .n
v:irrnntlit. Itv
and Clears. Place your ordara taa
ehit of price. 60 cents and SI.
mis una with ne.
MsNUFACTURING CO.. i'rop. ( ;i, vela"d. Oh ,
NORTH THIRD
FOR SALE BY S. VANN ft SON.

foil IE SDr. It
u
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BECKER

O. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE. REAL ESTAT- ENOTARY PUBLIC.
Room i, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

HOTEL

New Management, Nivember

Opposite thm Santa

r

I, I9C6

Depot

ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL B8TAVSS,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 461.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Balldla.

Gull-lernil'er-alta-

lon was not to
eking to strike
y from the files
lie contract al-- e
section of the
Mexico under

eompi..
which
ing l)
be

w-

i...

t

i notice

,is brought showis not required to

.
within thirty days of the
canvass.
Referring to this point In his opinion he says: "I do not deem It necessary to discuss at this time the length
of time within which service can be
made in such a cause, nor whether It
will be governed by the statute In
force when the contest law was passed or the provisions governing at this
lime."
s.-r-

$-

was about 45 years of age. When
Williams was found he was intoxi
cated.
in ine uead man s pocket was found
a letter addressed to William Will
lams, and from this it Is supposed his
name was Williams, on the envelope
was a return address to Mrs. Delation.
2525 Seventeenth street. Denver. Ndo.
n inrSi.iiii nas neen sent her. but no
word has been received.
It is thought Williams was
g
his way into lilsbee ami was attempting to leave the train when he
was
thrown, causing the injuries.
That be was not struck by a train
is vouched for by Hie night yardmaK-te- r,
who claims lie knows of no train
passing Hie place where Williams was
found that could have hit him. .o
one-illiisliee who saw the dead man
was able to recognize him.

grv jcnteiiivd

PRESCRIPTIONS

:

1

III
With a hip and arm broken and in
ROCK EGGS.
lernal Injuries, a man whose name is BARRED PLYMOUTH
Mipposed to be William Williams, was
am
I
now
booking
orders
for delivJotinil In the railroad yards opposite
in uepot in Jiisbee, Arizona, by liev ery any time after Feby. 1 for eggs
Jlarvey M. Shields. He was picked front my prize Rocho eggs, $2 per setup and taken to the Calumet and ting; also a limited number of hoice a four-foo- t
chunk of loar chain was
Arizona dispensary, where. he died be- cockerels -' and $3 each. VCm. Van found in his alimentary canal. The
Hrugsen,
Maxwell
City,
N. M.
wolf had assimilated six feet already,
fore any aid could be given him. He
111
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Albuquerque Carriage Company
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fans work
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baby girl was bom to Mrs
Thomas, wife of Conductor Frank
Thomas, at Wlnslow. the (her da v.

.1 case ot
.u....
ne runs begin, would
Iways to keep upon
.
a greatly increased
n to handle the traffic
of Its greatest volume,
be idle
whom would
during most of the
greatly reduce
' rs of all

(MCI)

Ml

tome

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT 8PRINQ 18
THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING
THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR
LET
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS. US

WE FILL

I

excer

Prices.

brum

A

The Order of liallway Conductors P. A. SPECKMAN VS.
on the Santa Fe coast lines has
passed resolutions protesting against
on
law
the proposed sixleen-hou- r
CANDIDO PAD1LLA
which the I'uitied States senate will
Vote January 10. The preamble and
resolutions are as follows:
COXTFST
"Whereas, There ore now pending .MOTION TO DISMISS
CASK OYKICItt l.KO liY JI IMiE
In the congress of the I'nited States
KIYAItl A. MAXX IX
measures Intended to take away from
OI'IXIOX.
the men employed In the train service
of Interstate railways the right to disAfter hearing argument
Friday
pose of their services under conditions and upon terms satisfactory to afternoon on a motion to dismiss the
notice of contest In the case of P. A.
themselves; and,
vs. Candldo
"Whereas, The nature of the rail- Speckman. contestant.
way business imposes conditions lit- I'adllla. fontestee, for the office of
tle understood by the general public, probate clerk of Torrance county,
among them the llluctuations in train Ju Ige K. A. Mann of the Sixth Judicdistrict, took the matter under
movement from week to week, month I ial
.. ,i.a
" "l,M"'
Ine Sew Mexican,
to month and season to season whicb .
he rendered a memorandum
create corresponding variations In the
iiuantlty of train service required and "I'inion overruling the motion
In the demand for the ra,u''f lhe '"tice of contest was filed
,lme Ie,ulr,,1 bv '"
"
labor of trainmen; and,
ue coun mis acquired Jurisdiction of
"Whereas. The eliiclent handling of the
subject matter which will be enthe public business intrusted to Interuntil some appropriate step
state railway carriers requires the ar- tertained
rangement of the runs of train crews is taken to oust it, or until the final
ho that in many cases the distances determination of the cause."
The contention of the counsel of
covered can not always be traversed,
enntestee was that there had been
when conditions are at all adverse, the
no legal service of the notice of conwithin sixteen hours, and this Is
test within thirty days next after the
true of what are known as canvass
of the election returns by the
Unl- or 4,
'turn' runs, v
board of county commissioners of
versally pref
'" county as processes requir- -'
cause they l
mi action of law
spent at th
comfort nn
"Wh

hours
toiy i

at Reduced

viser, nurse, secretary and custodian
of the Sl.iiiio.noo In securities that

Man.

Jack lamble. w ho formerly w orked
In the railroad oiliees at Wlnslow. was
at that town from Ash Fork to nt- ten.i tlie ilance. He Is now swftrhimr
for the 'cavlne at Ash Fork.
Conductor IM Payne has returned
to WlnsJow from a trip to Minnesota
He states that his wire will remain
there for some weeks yet.

Passage.

arness
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lllcntnlnsl..ii.

COAST LINES

and Petition Against Its

1

Crokiiw, mlllloiialro mixer. Just doled
on stuilen, ami for 362 weeks before
his ileal h he was tohl about 2.(1(10 by
'atulii Lewis IjaniN. For Ills service, iiml for keeping off designing
women, iiml uctltiK as spiritual ad-

iiislhed with more servlcejihle Ian- hey were nkei! i,. du-ii'ins.
their oiiu,,ns of the ililTerent makes.!
me Adams and Westlake lanterns
are the standanl now used ami are
considered liy the conductors to he
the best obtainable.
The new one
will probably be nickel-plate-
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THE HIGHLAND L1VER1
BAM BROOK BBOB. Prop.
LIVERY AND

W

BOARDING 8TABL1
HORSES SPECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain partiee aa
at special ratee on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John St
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A. E. WALKER,
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Citizen Want ad does the work
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INSURANCE.
Secretary

Mutual Building Aesets
tktn. Office at 117 Weet R&Uretf
OF THE COLD aTenue.
we appreciate
a perfectly heateri
bouse, but It Is not every house that
is properly warmed. If yours Is lackW. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
ing In any way. or If vou are nnde.
cided what is the best system to Install In a new house and need Infor- LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANk
PER STABLES.
mation that Is trustworthy and valuable, let us know of your trouble. Horses and llnlea Bongbt
and S
We are specialists for hot WAfpr hnt
cnanged.
air and steam beating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE qiTI
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co Second Street, between Railroad tad
Copper ATenue.
COMING IN OUT

0000000000000
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its Location

BELEN IS

31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE. N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
140 FEET. I.AID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500

GOME

TO BELEN, N. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY
iTS IMPORTANCE
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

tO0Oee0Oa0CoeK0
la000CeCe0Oa0

,0HN BECKER, Pres

WM. M. BERGER,

KooeKeoe)oOe)exeex
ceooeceK
A Raiiway Center

KaooexHrK mo

ALL F AST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.
EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND 80UTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARB IN TUB CENTER
OF THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL. WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD.
S,

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY CASH.
S
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES If
TOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

Sec'y.
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ALBUQUERQUE

FACE EIGHT.

EVENING CITIZEN
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benefit of the health of Mrs. Lusted,
whloh has been very had the pnst fewyears. The CitUen wishes them health
and good luck In' their new place of
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night. After an addition to their par Dairy. I reserved a number of richly
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
ty In the person of John Hughes of bred Jersey cows, with the intention
this city, the party left on No. 9 for of making a gilt edge article of table
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jour tra and fuaranU A SQUARE DEAL.
Rooms 3 and 4, X. T. Ariuljo building.
MONEY Tit I.OAX.
In sums to suit, upon improved city
real estate, or other satisfactory se
curity. Apply to the undersigned, ISO.
601. corner Sixth street and Hunlng
That water chilled by contact with ice is
avenue.
JUAN GARCIA.
much more wholesome than water into
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Buster beats the drum, and that big

Green Tag Sale

H. HAHN

CO.

Largest Line of Candy in the City
C. N. BRIGHAM

F. F. Trotter
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Stoves and Steel Ranges

CO.
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HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES

Kd-war-

Your

Wagon Covers,

TIN 'SHOP

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.
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Chafing Dish
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ALBUQUER0UE
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HARDWARE

Diamond

GO.

HARDWARE

and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Mail Orders Solicited
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All broken items at prices
which will appeal to you.
E. L. WASHBURN CO.

We do It right. ROUGH DRY Im
pertal Laundry Co.
A
unrtinz man with 1 100.00 cabh
can have Interest In paying business.
No scheme. Experience unnecessary.
fcoum
Albuquerque Junk Co., 5Ut
Second street.
For a few days we will pay from
A
19 00 to 120.00 a ton for iron.
possible
usual, we pay the highest
nrlces for anv and all kinds of
metals, rags, clothing, magazines, etc.
frouin
Albuquerque Junk Co., 5t
Second street.
NO MIORTAtiK OF CiAS COKE,
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY. ECONOX)K OPEN
MICAL. EXCELLENT
PF.lt TON. W. II
S6.
i;kaies.
CO.
II All.N
FEE'8 HOT CHOCOLATE, WAL
TON'S DRUG STORE.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
COLOMBO

HALL

Adoiissioa 50c

DANCING SCHQQt
Ladies Fret

O

and Water

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,

Palace

We are taking account of stock
this week Our special clearance
sale will begin Monday, January

00

Wholesale and Retail

j

Albuquerque,

NeMexlco

People Are
Rapidly Learning
which ice is put directly.

Sealshipt Oysters
Are the only Oysters shipped without ice or preservatives put directly
in the receptacle wkh them. This is possible only through the use of

Sealshipt Oyster Carrier.
"Once a Sealshipt customer, always a Sealshipt customer."
Try Sealshipt Oysters once and you will never accept any other kind.
Sealshipt Oysters Fresh Every Morning at the
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